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The long tera objective of the present investigation was the study
of the loed distribution in a tension joint with a view to reducing
stress sensestentisnss For control purposes, the strain distribution |
in e@ rectangular aild steel plete, londed as axially as possible in a
special machine, was first of ell investigated experimentally using res-
| ietance strain gauges. It was found that the strein readings obtained
| > & pain eietengtaw pate G14 net Vey sansasly sores Seenoverne
eross-sections. A non-linear strain variation of a similiar nature was
briefly noted by Batho and Samawai (ref. 1), but not investigated. In
@ specimen with a circular hole, the writer found that the straincon-
coutrations observed were absormally high in the region of the hole and
were also agynzetric. fhe main work of the thesis was therefore
 
 
directed to find the possible causes for the observed variations which
if ignored wight give misleading results in more elaborate joint tests.
The teste deseribed indicate that the nonelisear strein variation
was not due to initial streins in the plate, luder bands, the way the
plate was loaded, the plate shape and size, variation in the strain seu-
sitivity of resistance gauges, gauges being defective or the thickness
of durifix used to stick the gauges. A series ofteasile tests on
araldite specimens with or without circular met gave ayansetrical strain
readings seross cross-section. These results ‘guggeat that the none :
linear strain variation across cross-sections of the aild stecl
specimens used, was due to the aaterial not being homogeneous enough
over the effective length of the resistance strain gauges used (about
1/if to 1/2") for Ste Venant's theory to be strictly applicables These
variations mey be significant causes of scatter in fatigue and inpect
test resultse
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a@ifferent shapes ead sises were tested, using different types of res-
istance-gauges and loading machines. But the gauges indicated a non-
lincer strain pattern in every case, irrespective of the shape and size
ef the test specimen and the leading machine, Similar results wore
obtained with fuggeaberger extensoucters .
A stecl plate with e ciroular hole, ajmesetrically placed et the
centre, also gave asymsetricel strain variation over cross-sections and
this was quite marked at the hole, when it was tested in exial tensica,
using the special tensile testing machine. These strain readings at the
hole were further checked by Huggenberger extensoueters wiich also gave
similer resulte. Resistanceegauges, which gave larger strain veluecs
when the specimen was loaded withiu the clastic-rengo, also showed larger
strain values when leaded beyond the elastio-range into the plastic
wange.
hectanguler mild steel plate with two circular holes did aot give
results which were eaymuetrical to such a large degree as the specimen
with one hole. This plate was also subjected to loads within aad beyond
the elastic limit. In thie case, the strain behaviour was as expected,
| Attempts were aade as detailed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, to investigate
possible sources of the nonelinear strainepattern observed. A suitably
chosen 426 correction of observations often improved linearity over cross
sections, but this did not give axially consistent resultant loads and
offsets of load,
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The stresa-concentration due to holes in plates has a bearing on
the stress distribution in rivetted joints. The relevant available
literature on stress-concentrations was therefore studied.
 
Kirsch (ref.37, ps0) gives an analytical solution for the stress
Gistribution around a circular hole in an infinite plate, subjected to
@ tensile field end loaded within the clastic range. iis solution gives
the stress-concestration at the edge of a circular hole, as three times
the field stress. If thewidth of a plate is not less then four tines
the dieneter of the hole in it, Timoshenko (ref. 57, p84) shows that
Kirseh's result is less then 6% in error.
Rinoshenke (refs 58, 385) by using the elewentary theory of bending
of curved bars, derives the values given in Table 2.1 for the stresses
at the edge of a hole. These stress values depend on the ratio 3/4, the
ratio between the dianeter D of a circle, the stresses at the circum-
ference of which are not materially affected by the presence of a hole,
to the diameter @ of the hole, see Fig. 2.4.
The increase in the stresseconcentration wiich ocours in the table
beyond the value obtained when 3/d = 6 is physically wacceptable and is
due to errors resulting from the use of the elementary theory of curved
bars.
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Stresses around ao ciroular hole near a straight boundary of a semi-
infinite plete (Pige2e2), under teasion perallel to this boundary were
analysed by G.3B. Jeffery (ref. 23), using biepolar co-ordinates. A
corrected result and a comparison with photoelastic tests were givea
later by R. D. Mindlin (ref. 28).
Howland (ref.13) investigated the elastic stresses in the neighbour-
heed of a eigouler hele on the centre line of a strip subjected te axial
teasioen. He found that the stress-concentration at the hole was 432
times the mean stress,(ise. lett, times Kirsch's value of 5), when the
diameter of the hole was a half the width of the specimen. Howland's
solution is rapidly convergent with holes of up to this alse, and he states
that Coker, Chakkoand Seteke's results (ref. 4) agree satisfactorily
with his onelysis. The holes used by the writer in his experiments were
Obs times the width of the plates. For such holes, Howland's anslysis
gives a stress<concentration of 4.
The case of a plate of finite dimensions subjected to axisl tension
and containing two ciroular holes, lying on the centre-line of the plate
has not yet been analysed, but lowland (ref. 20) extended hie analysis
to study the stresses in ea plate of infinite dimensions, conteining two.
ciroular holes, lying in the @ivection of the stress field. tle found
that the values of the stress-concestration factors at the edges of the
heles were considerably redueed. The value of stress-conceatration
fector was reduced by about 50% at points A and B, Pig. 204, at the edges
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of 7/8 inch diameter holes, in a plate of infinite dimensions. (The
value of stresseconcentration factor of 4 in case of a single hole, the
diameter of which wes Okt times the width of the plate, reduced to 2 in
ease of two holes). :
Reeently, Ling (ref. 26) has also analysed the probleu of strain-
@detribution in a plate of infinkte dimeusions subjected to a tensile
field, and containing two circuler holes. He found the value of stress-
concentration factor was 2.6 at points, such as A and B, Pig. 2.1, with
7/8 inch Giaueter holes. This result is 50% higher than that obtained
Vory little theoretical work has yet been done, whieh deals with the
problen of strainedistribution in a plate of finite @imensions, contain=
ing © circularhole, aysnotrically placed at tho centre and subjected to
Loads beyond the elastic inte the plastic range. In 1945 Foorberg
(ref, 13) gave an approximate solution of this problem on the basis of
the theory of elasto~plastic bending of a curved beam aud he found that
the plastic sone which starts to form at the polats A and B, Pige2edey
at a tensile stress of one third the yield stress, extends rapidly around
the hole contour, a9 the value of the moan tensile stress increases fron
a third to 0.65 times the yield stress. When the mean tensile stress 15
greater than 0,65 times the yield stress, the plastic sones grow in a
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Gireetion perpendicular te the tensile strosses and sinultaneously
become smaller at the contour of the hole itself. ile also found that
with inereasing values of the tensile stress, the deformations near the
hole increased considerably wore rapidly than at the outside edges of the
plate.
At loads beyond the elastic limit, the strain-distribution ia a
plate of finite dimensions, containing two ciroular holes, has not yet
Goker, Chakko and Satake (refel,) investigated experinentelly the
stress distribution in tension members, due to presence of a hole and
their results as already stated are in agreeuent with those obtained fma
Howlend's analysis. Procht (ref. liy p+231) also studied this problem
using the photeclastie~teehnique aad found that his results were also in
agreement with those of Howland (i.e. he obtained a stress-consentration
factor of about 3.3 at the edge of @ 0.315 inch diaucter hole, syuuetrically
placed at the centre of a 1,044 inch wide plates the lowland's analysis
would indicate a value of 3436).
 
Very little experimental work has been done, for the case of plates,
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eouteiniag circular holes and subjected to loads beyond the clastic into
the plasticerange. Faerberg (ref, 15) studied the strein-distribution
in e rectangular dureliua plate, 800x160x5 mm., containing a cireular
hole L5 Mee, in radius, using a 2 mem, Huggenberger-tensoscter, when
subjected to loads beyond the elastic into the plastic«range. The
experimental values were found elmost exactly the sase as his theoretical
results up to sean tensile stress of about one half the yield stress.
But beyoud this value the experimental results were not in agreenent with
theory, as it is evident from Pig. 10) (refs 56, page 235).
In the present thesis, the problea of strain-distribution in plain
rectangular mild steel plates and also those containing one or two cire
euler holes, has been studied in the elastic and plastic-range, using
the yesistence gauges at the holes end also at cross-sections away fron
the holes and applying loads vie crossed kniferedges, using a special
tensile testing machine (see Chapter 3), in an endeavour to apply con-
trolleble loads end avoid bendings
These tests gave anomalous results and so for comparisonfurther
tests were made on aralditespecimens of dimensions similer to those of
steel specimens, using the photoelastic techniques The results obtained
weve found in agreement with that of evallable theory.
A wectanguler araldite specimen, containing a circular hole,
De
ayanotsieally pleced at the contre, ves testedin tension, in tho special
tensiletestingagchine, using resistance stroin gauges at the hole, 4a
measure strain, The resuite obtained stro: this test wore symetrical
but aid not agree with that of availeble theory, These results were
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Conventions! types of machines used for tensile tests bend, shear
and twist the specimen tested. fhe line of action of the load spplied
by them is often unknown and uncontrollable. Sven in the case of
Buckton testing wachine, shown in Figs 5.1, although the load is applied
through the imifeeedge marked K3, the precise line of action of the load
at the lower end is indeterminate. Bven at the upper end the resultant
load can fall anywhere along the 20° leagth of the kmife~odge.
fhe special tensile testing machine described in paragrephs 5.2 to
Se8- had been designed and constructed, before the writer arrived, with
the objective of loading a specimen in exial tension in a controlled
mamnere To this end, load was applied through crossed kaife-edges,
marked K in Pigs 32(a), at the top and the botton of the cachine.
fhe plates supporting the kaife-odges are welded to R.3.J's and cross
each other et right angles in planes displayed vertically about 2" apart.
With no specimen in place, the bottem portion A of the uachine rests
on channel section S, while the top portion B of the machine hangs
freely frow the top channel 62.
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fhe base of the machine consists of two channel sections, placed
back to back but about 1 inch apart, as showm in Fig. 3.2(a). ‘Two
such sections C4 are placed et right angles to each other. At the ends
ef these sections, as shown in Pigs 5-2(a) end (b), rest four cylindrical
colusns G, whieh subsequently support the chamel sections C2 at the
top ead which are of the sane dimensions as those at the bottom. Through
these coluaas run bars screwed at their ends acd used to preload the
colums and deal with recoil forces, Steel wires which rm diagonally,
shown in Pige3.2(a) and (b), serve to brace the machine externally.
A serew jack J, waich can either be operated by hend or by a 2 HP.
moter is bolted to the base C1, Fige 3+2(a)+ The top of the screw of
the jack is pinned to the channel-seotion 5. Two 4 inch diemeter rods
(threaded throughout their length, s0 that they can be adjusted to any
required height), pass vertically through the channel section § end
subsequently hold B.SeJeB. One of the plates on which the knife-odges
‘pear ig welded to the bottom of this RuS.dJ. The other 2.5.3.7, which
4s of the saue dimensions as B, is placed at right angles and in between
the channel section 3 and R.SJ.B. This R.S.J.F. is bolted, using
{ inch aiaueter rods to bottoa block, 31, waich has V=taper type of jaws.
fhe other plate onwhieh the knife-edge bear is welded at the top of this
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ReS odoF. In this way, knidfe~odges ere sede to cross each other at
right angles. They rest ia V-grooves in plates, wich are welded to
a cireular block, shown in Pigs 3.3, one at the top and other at the
vettoa, such that they lie at right eugies ¢o each other. With no
specimen in the blocks, R.3.J. F rests on channel section § along with
the block B1, as it is evident from Pigs 5e2(a).
 
It consists of paire of channel sections C2, placed et right angles
to one another, as shown ia Pigs 3e2(a). ‘They rest on ealums ¢,
whieh in turn rest on base C1.
The position of the bolts at top channel section 62, Pigs5+2(a), is
@eterained such that the straight lines joining the polats P end R,
Q and 8 respectively, pass along the centre line of thebelts at top
channel C, and channel Section 5. This also fixes the position of block
B2, such that it is in alignaont with block 31. The proper aligasent
of the top end bottom blocks Bf and 22 is very essential for applying
Loads in pure axial tensions ,
Ghose bolts hanging from channel section C2, Figs 3<2(e), hold
ReSeJ- G, to the top of which is welded one of the pletes on which the
knife-odges bear. Tho other R.3.J«H, vhtoh lies et right angles and
in betaven the top chanel section G2 and R.SeJ+ Gy holds the loed
tnticating bar ondblock B2s Tueother plate on waieh the knife~edge
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bear is welded to the bottom of this R.S.d. These knife-cdges rest
in Vegrooves in plates wiieh are welded to a circular block, shown
in Pige 5050
The specimen is inserted in blocks BY and B2 Figs 3-2(@)- These
have Vetaper type of jews. The specimen ia first held in position by
pins, whieh yess through the jaws a:d the blocks. Phe pins passing
through accurately centred holes in the jaws aa@specimen are used for
initial centering of the specimen, ani the jaws should only grip the
speciaea, after a sufficient lead required for aligning the speciaen,
has been applied through the pins. It was, however, found by the
writer thet the jaws gripped the speciaen, before it was properly
aligned. Special care was therefore taken to keep the jaws apart
initially for this “lining up" to occur. This, the writer found, could
be accomplished by insertiag rubber pieces in betwees the jaws, as
show in Pigedebe
Whos the specimen is loaded in teasion, the jack screw goes down.
fais in turn pulls the R.S.J.E downwards. Losd is thea transferred
through the knife-edges to R.S.J.Fe, whieh pulls block Bi. Thus, the
load is apziiea to the specimen in tension, es the top portioa reacins
hanging freely from the top channel C2.
Sibsawinnathy;’ Wren we point. of intersections of the crossed
Re
tr
ne
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knife~edges ani the eeatre of the specimen are in a straight line, as
shown in Pig. 5.2(a), the load should be transferred axially to thespeciaen. The alignnent can be checked, by putting a straightesdge
aeross the faces of the blocks. If the blocks are uot in alignnest,
this ean be achieved by soving the crossed knife=edges. The knifo~
edges relative to the specimen can be woved }” eeross the thickness of
the specimen but no movement across the specimen width is possible.
 
This sechine had vet been used before the writer started his work.
Tt was found in initial testing thet the top and bottom blocks of the
aeohine were uot in eliganent, efter the machine had been initially set
upe They could aot be aligned, oven by moving the erossed knife=edges.
The following procedure was therefore adopted for centering the top ana
A flexible piece of wire, stxong enough to hold the weight of the
bottom portion of the machine, was held by the jaws, and the jack was
uneserewed from the base of the machine. The load was, then applied,
which lifted the jack upwamis. At this stage, the bottom portion of
| the machine was hanging freely by this flexible wire, Thick steel
Plates were now tightened along the faces of the top and botton blocks,
by the help of Geclamps, as shown in Fig. 3.5,which aligned these
blecks. The idea of using a thin flexible wire was to allow the blocks
 16.
to align theuselves under the pressure of the steel plates, without
hinderasee. |
The machine was then unleaded ani the bottom portion wes allowed to
come down to the base under its own weight. ‘The jack wes then bolted
to the base at this position. After this adjustuent had been made, the
top and botten blocks were found in alignment, whea checked by putting
the straight~-edge along the faces.
it is importaat te continually check the freedom of soveuent betwoon
the various parts of the aschine. This is achieved by keeping at least
% inch gap at load, between chanacl section $ and R.S.J.F and R.3.3.8
ead bleck Bf. Similarly in the top~portion of the machine there
should be @ gap betwoen R.3.J. G and top of load indicating bar and
RSJ. and the top-channel C+ These gape can be arranged by
adjusting the threaded rods to the required lengths.
 
A mild steel Proving Ring, the dimensions of which are given in
Figs 36, hed already been designed to be used es a load indicator.
The dial-gauge on the ring useé was capable of measuring 1/10,000 of an
inch deflection, The ring was also fitted with resistance-gauges.
The material of the proving-ring showed signs of yielding, whea
Cb epeehtien Waker Goat wns eubsected to 0 lead of ahead 7 tens Thus,
it was of no use as a load indicator up to the 10 ton range of the
machine, unless it could be strain-hariened. The proving-ring was
i?
thea loaded to gradually increasing tensile loads, using a 100 ton
Suckton universal testing machine and a special rig, Fige 3.6.
First yleldiagoccurred at a lead ef about 7 ton and the proving-riag
was then loaded and reloaded several tines within this range, until
it regained elasticity. it was, then subjected te higher ani higher
leads, and loaded and unloaded at each inereneat of lead, until elas-
tleity was regained. in this way, the proving-wing was loaded up to
15 toms, and appeered clastic. But it gave unsatisfactory results os
@ load indicator, because the loading and subsequent unloading curves
wore loops, as shown in Pigs 507 (a). The dialegauge readings also
gave the saue kind of loop, as is evident from Figs 3+7(b).
This provingering was therefore replaced by a 2" x 2° tensile bar
Waich was fitted with resistence strein-gauges.
Tne details of the various parts of this load indicating bar, which
wes designed for a load of 15 tons, is given in Fige 308. It consists
of a mild steel rectangular block A (3° x 2° x 6j"), which is fitted in
top bleck 3, and is kept in position by e pine ‘The other square blod<2
(a = 14 « 16§") is sorewod at one on4, inside the bleckeA, and is
belted to the 4" x 4" x 19" plate.¢.atits other end.
Two resistance gauges are attached to each face of bar B, one acts
ag aa active and the other es ‘dumy'. In calibrating the bar, each
pair of activeaid compensating gauges were connected in separate
Gireuitsa, This wes loeded to gradually increasing teusile loads, using
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a 100 ton Buckton universel testing uachine and the special rig, shown
in Pige 56. @his rig was the seme, a8 that used in case of the proving~
ving, except that of a 4" x 4° x 15" bar, which has now replaced the
Pige 309(a), (b), (¢) ond (a). All four sete of gauges gave different
readings, when subjected to the sane load. The mean of gauge pairs
varied by about 265. This variation, wiieh is of the sauce nature 46
that obtained from tests on reotanguler uild steel specimens, reported
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. fis load indioating bar was 1)" thick as
compared with the 2/8" and 9/16" thickness of the test specimens
referred to and the results suggest that variations in the thickness
the glue layer etteshing the gauges was not the cause of the non-lincar
observations ebteined + variations in the distance of the gauge {roa the
neutwal exip have o vory sncller effect with tho 1/" load indicating
ver than with the test specimens.
ALL eight gauges were then consested in one cirouit os shown in
Figs 5010, An an endeavour to oliminate bonding strains. The readings
ebtained are reconied in table 3+2 and plotted in Figs 3+14 (a) and (D)-
Calibration we done using two different voltage supply, i++ 4 volt
end 2 volt, to the bridge cirouit es given in table 52. The r
esults
a  
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was also used in separate circuits, was about 4ji lower than the mean
of individual slope. This variation coafiras the non-linear character
of oressesectionsl readings, The resistance gauges were protected fron
moisture by enclosing in a sealed envelope with silica jel crystals.
This machine wes found to be sensibly accurate for loading the
specimens in axial tension, if the top and bottom blocks B1 and B2 were
in glignment and the kmife~odges wore properly placed in the grooves.
But i¢ has soue limitations to ite use, such as, that the maxiaun
length of a test speciaen is 20", width 1g" and thickness 4", It is
not easy to often take the specimen out of the machine, if sone
alterations are to be made.
Phe following poiats should be taken into consideration, while doing
the experiuents :
(1) Rubber pieses should be placed in between the jaws to
keep them apart at lnitiel loads.
(2) The machine should not be moaded too much es it
pushes the top knife-edges out of their seats.
(3) It should be chocked before starting the experiuent that the
kndfeeodges are properly placed in their grooves. Otherwise
there is @ possibility of an offset of leading being applied
to the specimen.
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(&) The top aad bottom blecks should be checked for alignment
before starting the experiment.
(5) It was sometimes found difficult to get the pins out of the
specimen, if they got sheared, even by the technique of
serewing them out, against a steel plate, showm in Fig.
5.12. It is desirable to avoid shearing the pins.
 
SUGGESTION POR IMPROVENNTS IN SPECIAL MACHINE
Although not incorporated the following improvesents aight well
be made to this special machine :
(4) The seats for the knife-edges should be made deep in order
to prevent the imife-edges slipping out of their seats.
( 2) An easier mothod of moving the knifeeedges in their grooves
to achieve axlality of loading should be devised.  
  
aie
in order to cheek the strain distribution produced in nominelly
tensile tests, a series of axlal tension tests were conducted on plain
rectangular wild steel plates. The strein readings obtained on the
first mild steel specimen A, wore not as expected. This specimen wos
tested in the special tensile testing machine, and British Thernostat
gauges wore first attached and then Tinsley gauges to it. The observed
Strains wore non-linear across cross-sections of the specimen. The
specimen was wade from ordinary ‘comercial’ mild steel and was ennealed,
before testing, as expleined in paragraph 4.5 to avoid possible effects
of initial stresses on strain observations, The non-lincar strain
variation agross cross-seotions cannot then be associated with the
presence of initial stresses in the specimen.
In order to investigate possible causes of this non-lincarity, steel
to Gi 5A was used instead of ‘comercial’ mild steel, and plates B, C,
and D ef different shapes «nd sizes were tested, using as well as the
specially designed uachine, a 100 ton Buckton Universal testing
machine end a 665 ton Denison machine, Also a different make of
resistence-gauges were used vis Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft gauges, in
order to investigate whether the non-linearities in strain readings
were due to the gauges used, The results obtained from resistance-gauges
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were also checked by Huggenberger extensometer readings
Specimen B, which was of rectangvlar shape and about the sane
size as specimen A was amesled before testing, to avoid possible
effect of initial stresses on the strain observetionss Avro
resistance gauges were attached to ite The strain readings obtained
again gave a non-lineer strain varistion eserosscross-sections, as
in ease of specimen Ae The results were cheekod by Hugvenberger
extensometers placed between the resistance-gauges ond these also gave
results of the order expected from resistance~gaugess The change of
the material and the resistance-gauges bad thus no effect on the non-
linear strain ratterns, which were of similer nature to those obtained
on specimen Ac
To cheek whether the shape of the specimens were responsible for
the non-linear strain veriation,s specimen C had dimensions based on
those specified in 3.3. 15 for stanlard tensile test specimens. Avro
resistance-jauges were attached to ite It was tested in the as
*peceived' condition and not annealed after cuttinge It was made from
the same batch of mild steel that was used in specimen B and therefore
was expected to be free from initial stresses, except oan produced
by cutting end machininge It was first tested in a 100 ton Buckton
Universal testing machine end then in the special tensile testing
maghine, in order to see whether the special machine used in the tests
was the cause of the non-linear strain variation or note But the
results obtained from tests in both the machines, were still non-linesare
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The resistance-gauge readings were aleo checked by Huggenberger
extensoneters which gave results of the order expected from resistence-
gaugese The non-linear strain veriation was therefore not due to
either a characteristic peculiar to the specially designed machine or
the shepe or the process of annealing the specimense
Finallys a small rectenguler mild steel plate, made from the same
bateh of stecl as that used in specimens B end ¢, but about half the
length of specimens A or By, was tested in a 605 ton Denison machine to
cheek the effect of specimen lengths I+ was not annealed end Avro
rosistance-geuges were attached to ite The results obtained from
tests were nom-linear ncross a gauged cross-section, as in case of
specimens Ay B and Ce
In the tests the plates wore first losded within and then beyond inte
the plastic=-rangee They were loaded and wnlosded several times in
order to see whether this affected strain readings but non-linearity
across oross~sections persisted+
Specimen A was a plein 1s x 20" x 5/16" mild steel plates Near
the ends of the specimen 1/)," diameter holes were drilled as shown in
Pige hele Pins threugh these holes and corresponding holes in the
special tensile testing machine jaw-grips, applied tie initial leads
which were intended te centre the specimens Fige hele gives as well
as the dimensions of the specimen, the positions of the resistance~
gauges which were attached to ite British thermostat resistance-
gauges were first attached to the specimen, as shown in Pigs 401 (a ')s
They hed an average resistence of 12665 ohms and manufacturers stated
their gauge~sensitivity factor to be 2s0,¢ These gauges eventually
broke: due to @ sudden jerks probably produced by slip under lead, of the
specimen in the jaws (see peragraph 4e5)e After this occurred, these
resistance~gauges were replaced by Tinsley gauges These had an average
gauge resistance of 90+) ohm end the firm stated their gauge~sensitivity
to be 2el7+ In both eases the set of gauges neerest tw the onds of the
specimen were about twice the width of the specimen from the end of
the gripping jawse The central gauges were 4057 tives the width of
the specimen from the ond of the jawse
Timoshenko and Goodier (refs 57s» pe52) show that in such a
specimen at twice the width of specimen from a concentrated leads the
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stress distribution is aluost uniform. St. Venant's principle sight
then be expected to apply to strain-observations at the gauge positions
of Pigs 4s? (a) and (b), 30 that the variation of strein over any one
eress-section would be linear.
The specimen was tested in axial tension, using the special tensile
testing machine, ‘The resistance-gauges were connected to a 2i~channel
strain-gauge set. ‘The bridges were initielly each balanced and changes
of gelvenometer readings were taken as measures of strain. Resistance
calibration was achieved by placing a knows resistance eoross the actives
GQuUgese
 
fhe speoimea, besore the gauges were attached, was auieaied in
order to get rid of initial stresses, which aight have affected strain
observations.
The specimen was inserted at room temperature in an Afoo, electric
furnace and the teaperature of the furnace was then raised to 600C,
waieh it usually reaches in 6 to 7 hours, ‘The specimen was kept at
this temperature for about 6 to 5 hours. Then the furnace was switched
off, but the specimen left inside until the furnace had cooled to room
teuperature which takes about three days. This process should have
left the specimen free from initial stress, aud was used for all
specimens.
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The specimen was first cleaned using emergy paper, then degreased
with carbon-teotre chloride. Pencil lines were then drewm on the
specimen to locate where the gauges were to be struck. The resistance
gauges which had been previously coated with durifix which had been
allowed to dry, were again coated with durifix and pressed by thumb on
to the specimen which had also been treated with durifix in the saue
way as the gauges, By pressing from the centre to both sides of the
gauges, an endeavour was made to squeeze out any air trapped betwoen the
gauges and the specinen. The gauges were held pressed on to the
specimen for about 2). hours by means of wooden blocks, with rubber
pieses on top of the gauges as shown in Fig. 402. These wooden pieces
were held together by light loads applied from screwed rods. Twenty
four hours after sticking, the clamps were removed and the wires soldered
to the gauges.
The specimen was then gontly-warsed in 5 stream of hot air to got
rid of moisture, the gauges wrepped with cotton pads, and the entire
gauged length of the specimen wrapped in P.V.C. The connecting wires
cane out of the wrapping through a B.1.C. plastic band as shown in
Pige ede
The gauges were then checked for resistance and resistance to earth,
is@e to the specimen. When incorporated into a wheatstene bridge
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network, the reading unier no lend remained constant, ieee there was
no gero “drift"s
The above mentioned procedures for fixing and protecting the
resistance-gauges were adopted in case of active and also the temperature
compensating gaugese The temperature compensating gauges, each
approximately of the same resistance value es the active-gauges, were
attached to a seperate mild steel plate.
 
Pigs hehe shows the results for British Thermostat gauge Noe 1 of
Pige 4e1(a)+ These results ere sensibly linear during leading and
subsequent unloadings Similar results were obtained with all the
other resistance-gauges ani from the straight lines obtained, the values
shown in table 4«1, columns 2(b) and 5(b) were obtainede
The stress values given in colums 5 and 6 are derived from the
resistance calibration of each gauges A resistance of 250K ohm across
a gauge (resistance 12605 ohm) gave a galvanometer deflection of +7 ome
There was a 2 volts battery supply to the bridges
The firm's sensitivity factor for these gauges was 20h» It
follows that the strain equivalent of « resistance of 250K ohm across
126¢5 ohm gauge is
=  126¢5/250,000 x 26%
* 2048 4 10%
and that this is equivalent to a galvanometer deflection of 4e7 ame
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4 ome deflection on the galvanoneter is therefore equivalent to :
© 2h8 x 107%/1,.7
= 0.528 x 10%
= 0,685 teseiey. when B = 15006 te Seis’ »
Theoretically, one should expect the strain-velues of table 4.1 to
be sensibly equal at all cross-sections, end any variation across a
cross-section to be linear. But the results in colwms 3 and 6 are
aifferent ead further (as show in coluwn 3 of the table, in which,
beasuse of the equal spacing of the gauges, all values at anyone cross-
section should be equal), indicate e non-linear strain variation across
each cross-section of the specimen.
Pigs 45 shows pictorically the observations at cross-sections lo.
(4), (44) en@ (444) and indicates possible correction which would have
to be made to obtain sensibly linear strain variation over the cross-
section. The corrections in the readings from gauges 5 and 1,
7 and 18, 14 and 22 are very large. These results indicate the
presence of an offset of the load, slong the plane X~K and YY, os
shown in Fig. 45, in which arrows indicate the direction of the strain-
slope. The values of the offsets of the load elong the plane X«X end
Y«¥ at cross-sections fo. (i), (44) and (441), corresponding to mean
bending strain at the respective cross-sections, are calculated as
follows ;
Por cross-section No. (1), the offset of the load along the plane
X-k
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= 0.85/2706 ts
2285/2 see SE. BS
706 12 146 16 16 5 1.75x5
= 90020
= Soom"
The offset of the load along the plane Y-%, at cross-section lio. (i) is
not in agreement with what might be expected from the results, at cross-
sections No. (ii) and (iii). This ceonot be explained by the presence
of an offset of the load. Although the offset of the load along the
plane X-k, is in the same direction at each cross-section, but the
results are not consisteat. The values of the offsets in inches at
eross-sections ilo. (i), (44) avd (444) along the plane X~X and Y-¥
are given in Pige 4.5, which cannot be explained because the results
are not consistent at the cross-sections. It is thus difficult to
explain even the corrected lincarised strain variation as due to the
presence of aa offset of the load likely to be produced by the machine.
While the experiment wes in progress ead the speciaen was under load,
a clicking sound wes heard. Oa investigation, the gauges et cross=
sections (44) and (414) were found to be open circuited. One wonders
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whether these gauge failures were due to strain waves of excessive
combined amplitude at the gauges.
The gauges were sow replaced by gauges manufactured by Tinsley.
Bighteen resistance+gauges were used as shown in Figs he1(b).
 
In view of the auamolous results obteined with British Thermostat
gauges end in order to calibrate the new gauges, specimen=A was tested
in pure bending as show in Figs 45, using roller supports. ‘Two sets
of follers were used at both ends to provide freedom of movement in case
one set of rollers got jammed, during the experiment. The loads were
applied using o four point loading systea, which subjected the specimen
to a constant bending soment over its central section, A dialegauge
capable of measuring deflection to the nearest 1/10000 of aa inch was
used to ueasure the deflection of the bea.
In onendeavour to check the strains indicated by the resistance-
gauges, liaihak vibrating-wire gauges were clasped at the positions
shown in Pige 4.1(b). The ‘\eihakgeuges were held on the specimen,
as indicated in Pig. 4 of Appendix A.
It was found, however, that these 20 wem. gauge length “eihak
strata~gauges aad the associated frequency measuring apperatus were
too insensitive to act as a chock on the resistanceegauges.
The resistance+gauges were connected to a 2hechaniel strain-gauge
set, as in the previous case. ‘The bridges were each initially balanced
Ste
and changes of galvanoncter readings were taken as measures of the strain.
Resistant calibration was achieved by placing a known resistance ecross
the attive-gauges. Temperature coupensation was achieved by using
for each active gauge, a similer gauge attached to a separate aild~
steel plate. ‘These "dummy" gauges replaced the British Thernostat
gauges, which were previously attached to this plate.
fhe results obtained ere given in table 4.26 Fige 4e7s shows the
results for gauges lio. 5 and 14, which were on opposite sides of the
specinen and are typical. The strain-gauge sensitivity factors, given
in table 4.2, were calevlated by the usual procedure detailed in paragraph |
of Appendis.¢.. The variance of those results is 2.79% i.e., 1 in 5
strain gauges cen be expected to have a sensitivity factor differing by
sore than 2.79% from the mean of 1.98 (The firm quoted 2.04).
The strainegauge sensitivity factors calculated can be altered
considerably by choosing different straight lines to represent observa-
tions. A typical example is given in Fig. 4.8, where two possible
straight lines, such as No. (4) and (41) can be draw and which gives
gauge-fector values of 1.9 and 2.03, respectively. it is thus
possible by appropriate adjustment of the slopes of lin:s, to make all
the strein-gauge sensitivity factors equal.
The Mathakegauge readings obtained are given in Table 4.3(a) and
(bo). The comparative values of streins obtained from resistance-gauges,
Maihek gauges and diel~gauges are given in Table 4e(a) and (b).
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The readings of coluans 3 and 5, of Table 4.4 (a) and (b) vary
sensibly linearly with the load, as shown in Pige 49 (a) and (b). The
three points in parenthesis in coluun 5, Table 4.4 (a), are aot in the
straight line for gauge no. 1889, This might possibly be due to the
effect of backlash in the gauge at low loadsa, or gauge no. 1888) not
operating in the test giving colum 5.
The Meihakegauges were clamped first near resistance-gauge lo, 2
ana 14 (Figs 4.4) on opposite feces of the specimen. For a bending
moment change of 100 1b, inch, the strain values obtained by calculate
don with Ee 13000 -t.s.i.,., from the dial-gauge readings, from the
resistence-gauges, using the manufacturer's sensitivity factor and
Wedhekegeuges are show diagrametically at the base of table 4.4 (a).
These should all be the sae but diver considerably.
The Maihak-gauges wore sext clamped near the resistance gauge
Ho. 5 and 14 and were subjected to the saue amount of bending os in the
previous case. The comparative results are shown at the base of
table bel (b).
Decreasing the assumed value of 5 to 1.5 x 15000/1.585 = 12600 ton
per square inch, which is possible, brings into agreeweat the strain
indicated by the dial-gauge measurement of curvature and thet obtained
from vending theory.
Apart fron the leihakegauge readings of colum 5 of table h(a),
the strains indicated by these gauges differ by only kj, This is
within the order of accuracy of the measurement of the frequency change.
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The resistasce gauges, if the firm's gauge factor is corrected by 1%»
den eats: Matenenes Of the emda eelaes. thay iattants enh Whe’ detnines
from the dialegauge dhemmeetiene in Wade bebia) ek (2), stall differ
by 2% to @%. These corrected values are well within observational
accuracy. These results indicate that Maihakegauges cannet be used
as & check to the resistance-gauges aud it is therefore, di:ficult to
aay that the variation in the resistassengauge readings was due to the
gauges being defective.
The evidence frou these bending calibration tests is sot precise
enoags 40 cone to definite conclusions vegarting the uagaitule of
gauge factors. That 4 in 3 may aiffor froa 1.98 by vore than 2.756 is
perhaps the best result available.
 
After initial calibration of tne gauges, the regauged specimen-A,
ons agua subjected to axial tension, using the special tensile testing
mechine. The results obtained fron the resistasce-gauges are given in
table ie5. Calculations of strain values have been sade first with
the gauge factor value gives by manufacturer's,coluuns 5(b) and 6(b)
and then with the actual values obtained for each gouge from the pure
pending test, column 5(a) and 6(a). But the results in columns 3 and
6 are different and indicate as shown in column 8 of table 4.5, in
waieh ell values at any one cross-section should be equal, a non
+e
linser strein variation across cach cross-section of the specimen.
Sut this variation in strain readings can be made linear, es shown
pictorically in Fig. 4.10, if corrections of the order of © 2% are made
in the observed values of strain. Strain readings obtained from
resistance-gauges ‘lo. 5 and 14, 8 ani 17, cross-section No. (ii) and
(424), respectively, however need a far lerger correction to obtain
linearity. These results indicate the presence of an offset of the
load along the plane XqX and YF, as shown in Pig. 4.10, in which the
arrows indicate the direction of the strain slope. The offset of the
load along the plane X#i, at cross-section io. (1), is sot in agreenent
with what might be expected frou the results, et cross-sections
No» (44). and (444). This again cannot be explained by the presence
of an offset of the load, Although the offset of the load along the
planeY-Y, is in the same direction at each cross-section, but the
result at cross~section lio. (i) is sot in agreement with what aight be
expected from those at cross-section No. (ii) and (iii), ‘The values
of the offsets in inches along the plane XK and Y<¥ are given in
Pige 410.
Ta an endeavour to investigate further the observed non-linearities
ia strain observations, strain values were calculated by taking suitable
slopes on the graph between the loads applied to the specimen and the
corresponding strains, as show in Fige 4el1. These strain values are
given in table 4.6. But ia this ease also, the results in columns 3
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and 6 are different and indicate, as shown in colum 6, in which ell
values at any one cross-section should be equal, a non-lincer strain
variation across each cross<seotion of the specimen. These observations
ean be mpde linear, as shown in Figs 4el2, if approxinately 22%
corrections are made as previously. Theoffsets of the load obtained,
given in Pigs 4.12, are not consistent at cross-sections iio. (i), (44)
and (444). The nonlinear strein variation ecress cross«s.ctions,
therefore, does not seem to be due to the offsets of the load likely »
be produced by the special machine. In order to investigate the cause
of the non-linearity, specimen B made from a special steel, was there-
fore tested, reported in paragraphs 4.3 to 4.11.
  
Specimen B wes a rectangular mild steel plate 2" x 20" x}. The
steel from which it was made, unlike specimen A whieh was oriinary
‘Comercial’ mild steel, was deliberately chosen to conform to (N3A of
B.S» 970 (1955), pel. bright fimished and normalised. The chemical
composition is :
6 @ 646 mnmme 615/025
Si = Trace <== .05/.35
iia &oh] wmmme 60/690
& @ 4035 == less than .06
| P& .025 === * » 06
56.
end the strength properties
TePo © 26.0 ton
UTS. = 2594 ton
and Zlongation = 55% on 2"
details of the specimen with position of the eighteen Avro 9903
ohm resistance gauges, with a gaugeesensitivity factor of 2.25 given by
nanufacturers, attached to it, are shown in Pigs 4.13. The ends of
the specimen had to be reduced to 1)" wide, as the jaws of the special«
teasile-testing machine were not wide enough to take a 2" wide specimen,
The set of gauges nearest to the ends of the specimen were about two
times the width of specimen from the end of the jaws.
The specimen was annealed after making it of the required shape,
the Procedure adeptedfor enaealing the specimen end fixing aad protect~
ing the resistance-gauges fron moisture, was that deteilea in paragraphs
4eds and Loh. respectively.
 
Gauge factor values given by the firm were checked by attaching two
of the gauges from the batch, to a bean which was loaded by means of
four point loading systea, as shown in Figs 4.1. ‘The specimen was
loaded and unloaded twice, until leading and subsequent unloading curves
coincided, The results are shown in table 4.7; aad plotted in Fig. 4.15,
for gauge No, 1, A dialegauge capeble of measuring 1/10000 ef an ink
je
was used to measure the deflection at the centre of the bean.
The gauge factor caloulated by the usual procedure detailed in
peregraph 28, appendix C was 2s) as comared 2.25 quoted by the suppliers
(Aveo-Whitworth), ise. 7% differeat. The value of Young's Modulus,
caloulated from these results is 32 x 10°° p.esi,
 
The specimen was tested in axial tension, using the special tensile
testing machine, The gauges were consected to a 24 chansel strain~
gauge set, as previously. The bridges were initially each balanced
aad changes of galvanoscter readings were taken as acasures of the
strains, Resistanse calibration was schieved by placing a khow:.-
resistance across the ective-gauges. ,
The resistance gauges were checked for "drift" at sero load, before
starting tests. The maximua drift noted in 5; hours, was not nore
thas 1 am, which sorresponis to a stress of about 260 p.s.i.
Intibor plese, whish helyed in centering the specknen os expleined
in Chapter 3, paragraph 5.4. were placed in between the jaws to keep
then apart at initial loads.
The strain readings obtained from the resistance=gauges when
ioading was within the clastic-raage are given in columns 2(b) and 5(b)
of table 4.8. Gagues &, 9 aad 18 although electrically continuous and
38.
epperently working, were insensitive to strain. The results they gave,
Will be ignored,
All these gauge readings when plotted against the applied load,
were found to give straight lines, except those of gauge lo. 2, This
gave @ small loop during losding and subsequent unleeding, In cal-
culating the strains from gauges which gave sell loops, a line as
shown in Pigs 416 (a), from sero to the maximum lead, has been taken
te indisate the strain, The results in coluans 5 and 6, Table 4.8.
ere different and indicate, as show in colum 8 of table 40%, in which
&il the values at each cross-section should be equal, a non-linear
Strain variation, across any one cross-section of the specimen. But,
if arbitrarily + 2% corrections are made in the observed values of
Strains, the results can be uede linear, with the exception of those
obtained from gauges No, 2 and ll, section (i), shown pictorically in
Pigs 4016(b), The readiags from gouges No. 2 and 11 are vory high and
® correction of the onier of about Uys has to be made to bring thea
into line with other readings. These results indicate the presence
of an offset af the load along the plane X#K and Y«i, as shown in Figsh.16
(bo), which is possible. But, because the results at t-sections Wo.(444)
are not known, it is therefore, rather difficult to arrive at definite
conclusions, regarding the possibilities of the presence of such an
Offset."
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The specimes was then leaded beyond the elastic-renge iute the
plastio~range and local yielding started at a load of about 3 ton, i.e.
& geen stress Of 12 tes.i. The strain observations were now checked
by Huggenberger~ixtensometers, located as shown in Figs bel3. The
specimen was loaded and unloaded several tines within the above raage
of stress, 1.0.5 12 tedei., until loading and subsequent unloading curves
coincided. ALL the gauge readings whea plotted against the applied
load were thea found to give straight lines, except these of gauge
- Hee 2. Thies gave @ emall loop during loading end subsequent ualoading,
as in the olesticerange. ta calculating the strain from this gauge,
& line es shown in Pig. 4.17 (a), from sero to the maximus load has
been taken to indicate the strain, The results given in coluans 3 and
6 Zable 409, are different ond indieste es show in coluan 8 of table
4e9y in which all the values at cach crossqseetion should be equal, a
non-linear strain-varlation aeross cach eross<seotion of the specimen,
But, as shown ploterically in Figes.27(b), if arbitrarily 42% correetions
are made in the observe! values of strain, the results can be made
linear, with the exeeption of these on gauges ilo. 2 and 11, section
(4)«
The Buggenborger Extenseneter readings, given in table 4010, are ofthe omier exyeoted fros the Gresistence-gauges, shown pletorically in
Pige belGla). The corrected resistance-yauge results indicate the
Oe
presence Of @ suell offset of the load along tie plan X«K and Y«¥, as
show in Pigs 4 18(b), for cross-section No. (4).
At this stage in the testing, one wonders, whether the non-linear
strain observations asross the cross-sections of the specimen was duc
to the presence of local Luder's bands. To shed further light on this,
the specinen was subjected to large values of strains, until it
stretched 6% in its length. (It had to be reduced in length at the
onde to make it 19", because the maximum length of a tensile specimen,
that can be tested in the special tensile testing uschine is only 20"),
the resistance-gauges were now all found to be open circuited and sostrein changes were measured using the liuggenberger extensoucter. The
strain readings obtained fron thea were now found to be making snallloops, in each case, during leading ond subsequent unloading, In
calculating the strain rote, a line, as shown in Pig. 4.19‘), from
sero to the aeximua load, has been taken to indicate the strain, The
results obtained from these gauges are recoried in table hell, aad
shown piotorically in Fig. 4e19(b), when the specimen was subjected to@ mean stress of 17.4 tasei. The results in colums 3 und 6 are aghin
different and indicate as show in colum 8 of table 4.21, 4n whieh all
the values at any one cross-section should be equal, a non«lincer
strain variation aeress cach cross-section of the specimen, This rules
out the possibility of the non-linear strain behaviour due to the
presence of Luder‘ts bands.
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The effect of noving the knife edges loads relative to the
specimen was also roughly studied. The results obtained are given in
table 4.12, The changes produced, were i: the sense expected but evan
large sovenents did not produce changes of the order of ananolies.
The comparative ploture of strain readings obtained by uoving the
crossed knife-edges to various position is shown in Pig. h.20. This
result suggests that the ealeulated offset of lead ws not actually
  awit OF SED SPC lan
Specinen ¢ was @ reotangular mild steel plate, the dimensions of
waioh were based on 3.5.15 (1948) specifications for tensile testing «
netals. This shape wes chosen so as to ascertain whether the presence
of taper usual in specimens used in material tests would appreciably
alter the strain petteras obtained, it was of the sane batch of mild
steel wiich was used in specimen 3, Details of the specinen with
position of eighteen Avro 9965 ohm resistance gauges with a gauge
sensitivity facter of 2.25, as indicated by aenutacturers, attached to
it, are show in Pig. 4e21, (2) and (b), The ends of the specimen hed
to be reduced to 14" wide, es the jaws of the special tensile testing
machine were not wide enough te take a 2" wide specimen, The set of
the gauges nearest to the enda were about 2.5. tiues the width of the
specimen from the end of the jews.
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the specimen wes not anneoled after making it of the required shape
in onder to discover whether theprocess of amealing the speciuens was
the cause of the non-linear strain variations It was tested in the
as ‘received condition, because the steel used was expected to be
reasonably free from initial stresses.
The strein-readings obteined from resistance-gauges wore checked
by Huggeaberger extensoneters readings, wnich were clamped at -ositions
shown in Pigs 421(a).
 
The specimen was first tested in « 100 ton Buckten universal
testing machine aud then in the special tensile testing machine. The
gauges were connected to @ 2). channel strain-gauge set, as in previous
cases, ‘The bridges were initially each balanced and changes of
galvenoreter readiags were taken as mensure of strain, Resistance
calébration was achieved by plaeing » known resistance across the
activesgauges.
The resistance=gauges were checked for “drift” at zero load, before
sterting the experiment, ‘The saximum drift noted in 4 hours tine was
not more than 0.05 mm., which correspends to stress of less than
160 peded.
Rubber pieces, which helped in centering the specimen, as in the
previous oases, were placed in between the jaws of the special tensile
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testing machines to keep them apart at initial loads.
All the gauge readings when plotted against the applied lead werefound to give straight lines os shown in Fige«22(a)s when tested in
Buektons but some of them, iss gauge Noe 6 and 15, gave sual] loops,
when tested in the Special tensile testing machine, during leading and
subsequent unloadings In Seloulating strains from gauges which gave
small loops, a lines as shown in Fige 4e22 (b) from sero to the
Maxioum loed has been taken to indicate the straine The strain readings
obtained from the resisteance-gauges when the specimen was tested in
Buckton and the special tensile testing machines are given in tebles
4015 and helhy respectively. The results in columns 3 and 6 aredifferent and indicate, as shown in column 8 of tables 4el3(e) and
4el)(2)» im which all the values @ eech cross-section should be equal,.
@ non-linear strain variation across each oress~seetion of the specimens
But if arbitrarily £2correctionsare made in the observed values, the
results ean be meade linears as shown pictorically in Pigse 4e23(e) ani4e2h(a) with the exeeption of those on gauges Nos 7 and 18 in Pigehe23(a)
and 8 in Fige 4024(a), section (4i4)+ These readings ean be adjusted
to bring them into line with other results, if corrections of the orderof about 8% are made in their values: The results shown in Pige 40123(a)
when the specimen was tested in Buckton, indicate an offset of the load
along the plane X~K and Y-Y¥. The offset of the load, indicated by
the results at X-section Noe (iii), both slong the plane XX ana YY
bidee
are net in agrecneut with those, at Kesections iio. (4) and (44). The
observations even whes corrected can thus not be explained by the
presence of an offset of the load.
The Strain readings obtained from resistance-gauges were checked
by Huggenberger extensoneter readings, given in tables 4el3(b) and
4014(b), which also gave the same nonlinear strain behaviour across
the cross-sections of the specimen. The comparative pictures of strain
readings obtained from resistance-gauges and Huggenberger extensoneters,
vhen the specimen was tested in Buekton and the special tensile testing
machine, are shown in Figs 4.23(b) and 4e2h(b), respectively,
 
The speciaen was now subjected to loads beyoud the elastic into
the plasticerange, using the special tensile vesting machine and yielding
started at a load of about 5) ton i.e., a mean stresa of 16 tesei.
The strein observations were also checked by Huggenberger extensonueters
readings, located at the positions shown in Pigsh.’. the
resistance-gauges at cross-section lio. (iii), showed more extensive
yielding than that at other sections. This was probably due to local
yielding. All the gauge readings when plotted against the load now
gave small loops during loading and subse juent wnloading. In caleule
ating the strain rate in these cases, a line as shown in Pig. 4025, from
sero to the maximum load has been taken to indicate the strain, The
strain values obtained fron resistance-gauges are given in table 4.15(a).
The results ia colua:s 3 and 6 are again different end indicate, as
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shown in column 8 of table 4.15(e), in which all values at each cross<
section should be equal, a non-linear strain variation serossthe
cross-sections of the specimen. But they can be made linear, if corm
eotions of abouts are wade in the observed valuos of strain, es shown
in Figs 4.26. These results indicate an offset of the load along the
Plane Xk and Y«¥, as shown in Pigs 426, in which the arrows indicate
the direction of the strain slope and which is possible. Sut, because
the results at X-section No. (444) are not known, it is therefore
adiffioult to arrive at definite conclusions, regarding the presence of
such ean offset.
The values of residual strains obtained, after the specizen had been
subjected to cycles of loading and unloading. are given in table 4.15(b).
These values also indicate the presence of beading across the cross
sections of the specimen.
Tt is quite evident from the results obtained that the shape of
the specimen and the type of the uschines, used for tests, hed little
atfeot on the observations of the strain distributions. These were
non-linear ecross cross-sections in each case.
 
Specimen D was a rectangular alld steel plete 9* x 2% 2 4", 1%
was deliberately made ebout half the length of Specimens A, B or ¢ and
was tested in a 6,5 ton Denson, in order to discover whether the length
bbs
of the specinens or the type of machines used in the previous testa,
were the causes of the non-linsar strain variation. It was also, of
the ease wild steel which wos used in speciuens B ond ¢. Ten Avro,
97-5 O wesietance-gauges with a gauge~sensitivity factor of 2.25 as
indicated by manufacturers, were attached to it. Details of the spece
fen with position of resistance-gouges is shown in Pigehs27(e). The
set of gauges nearest to the ends were about 1.5 times the width of the
specimen froma the ends of the jaws.
The specimen was not ansealed ani was tested in the as ‘received
 
The specimen wes tested in o 6.5 ton Denison, shown in Pigele27(b).
The resistance-gauges in this case, were also connected to the 2he
channel strain-gauge set, as in previous cases. The bridges were
initially each balanced and changes of galvanoneter readings were taken
as meagure of strein. Resistance calibration was achieved by piecing
e know resistance across the active gauges.
The resistance gauges were checked for "drift" at sero load,
before starting the tests and they gave no drift. The strain readings
obtained from the resistance-gauges are given in teble 4.16, All
these gauge readings when plotted against the applied load, gave
straight lines. The results in colums 5 and 6 are different and
indicate, as shown in colua: 8 of the above table, in which ali the
values should be equal, a non-linear strain variation across the
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cross-section . But, if corrections of the order of £2” are made in
the observed values of strains, the results ean be made linear, as
shown pictorically in Figs 428+ These results indicate the presence of
an offset of the load along the plane X-X end YY, shown in Pige 4028,
in which the arrows indicate the direction of the strain slope. The
value of the offset of the load has been calculated, considering the
mean bending strains at the cross-section» But if separate values
of the bending strains are considered which varies from 005 em te
Qeh ome along the plane X-4, the presence of the offset of the load
cannot be justifieds Similar is the ease with the values of bending
strains along the plane Y~¥, which are also not consistent across the
eross=section- -
  
The specimen was now loaded beyond the elastic-range into the
plastic-range and yiclding started at a load of about 4 tons ices a
mean stress of 16 teseie All the gauge readings when plotted against
the applied load now gave small loops- The strain readings recorded
in table 4017, heave been ealoulated by taking a line from sero to the
maximum load, as shom in Fige 4029+ The results of columns 3 and 6 are
different ani indicate, as shown in colwan 8, in which all the velues
should be equel, « non-linear strain variation across the cross-section
of the specimen But, if arbitrarily 22% corrections are made in the
observed values, the results can be sade to very linearly, as shown
in Pige 4030+ The values of the offset of the load obtained along the
LiGe
Plane XX, cousidering the average value of the beading strain can be
justified. But that obtained along the plane Y«Y, considering the
average value of the bending strein, caauot be justified, because the
valuesof the bending strains are not consistent across the cross-section.
in an endeavour to investigate the non<Linear strain variation,
the speciuen was subjected to cycle of leadingsesd unloadings. the
results now obtained for a load of js5 ton, ises a mean stress of 14
ton per Sqe iach, are given in table 1.18. These results were
caloulated from the straight line portion of the loading curve, show
im Pige 403l(a), for gauge No. 2 eid are still showing the sane none
dinear strain veriation across the crossssection. This cannot be
Gerth Weeceetete at butane bands, because the specimen has alreaily
been subjected to cycle of loadings and unloadings and these must have
covered the eatire length of the specimen.
_ The residual strains built up during loadings and subsequent
unleadings, have been calculated from the results, such as that sown
in Pigs 4.31(b) and are given in table 4.19. These values again
confira tha pattern of strain readings obtained from the previous tests.
4D»
 
The experimental results obtained on plain rectangular mild steel
Plates, tested in sensibly axial tension, indicate a non-linear strain
variation across the cross-sections of the specimen, irrespective of
the shape and size of the specimen and the type of machine used for
tests. These non-linear strain variations oan be made linear, if
appropriate correctionsof the order of 42% are made in the observed
values of strains. by moving the crossed knife-edges of the special
tensile testing sachine, in an endeavour to produce offset Loading,
the strein readings wore at'fected in the sense expeoted but the oranges
were small compared with the offset initielly present as indicated by
strain gauge readings. ‘The results obteined, thus indicate either
(4) that the strain readings obtained do not give an accurate measure
of the actual strains, but checks with different gauges seem to indicate
that this was wilikely, because they algo gave non-linear strain
readings, or (ii) that over e strain gauge length of about 4" to }*
the annealed wild steel used is uot the homogeneous material it is
usually considered to be. The randou scatter of strain observations,
whieh should have been equal, as well as the large improbable and
inconsistent offset of loading in the specimen, which they indicate when
corrected to vary linearly over cross-sections, would be consistent
with “local” lack of howogeneity in the mild steel specimens, being
the cause of the ananaclous strain readings.
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Tae strain readings obteinad from tests on plain reotengular nila
steel plates, reported in Chapter 4, were non~linear across oress-secti ons,
irrespective of the shape and sise of the specimens aud the type of
machines used. The non-linearity was also not due to the resistance-
gauges used being defective, because the results obtained froa
Huggeaberger extensoneters placed between the resistance-gauges, were
of the order expected from resistance-gauges. It was therefore,
decided to continue teasion tests on a rectangular wild steel plate E
with a circular hole, symmetrically placed at the centre, in order to
see how the non-linear strain variation obtained in ease of plain
rectangular alld steel speciuens, effects the stress-couceatration at
the hole, This information could be of great help in the study of
ioad distribution in joints, The specimen was tested in the special
tensile testing machine, described in Chapter 3. It was annealed
before testing, as explained in paragraph 4.5, to avold possible effects
of initial stresses on the strain observations,
The test results obtained from resistance-gauges indieate a-
syanetrical strain variation across cross<seotions of the specinen,
which was quite marked at the hole. The strain readings obtained
Sle
from reaistanve-gauges at the hole were checked by Huggenberger
extensoneters, placed between the resistance=gauges. They also gave
esyanetrical strain readings, which were of the order expected from
resistance=couces.
in order to find out the cause of asymmetrical strain variation,
various tests, reported in paragraphs 5.4 to 5.16 were made, but
results obtained indleate that probably the materisl used was not
homogeneous enough for the St. Venant's theory to be strictiyapplicable. | |
Tn the tests, the plate was first loaded within the elastic ond
then beyond into the plastic«raage, It was loaded aad unloaded several
times in order to sce whether this affected strain readings, but
asymmetrical strain variation across cross-sections persisted.
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Specimen ! was e reetangular mild steel plate 2" x 19" x 3",
containing a §* diameter hole, symuetrically pleced at the centre.
Tt was made from the same pateh of mild steel as that used in specimensBond ¢ (Chapter 4). Near the ends of the specimen 3” diameter holes
were drilled as show in Fig. 5el(a). Pins through these holes and
corresponding holes in the special tensile testing machine jaw grips,
applied the initiel loads which were intended to centre the specimen,
es in previous tests. The ends of the specimen had te be reduced to
@ width of 13" because the jaws of the special tensile testing machine
were uot wide enough to take a 2" wide specinen.
The specimen was annealed after cutting and drilling, ‘The
procedure adopted for annealing the specimen and fixing and protecting
the resistance-gauges from soisture, was that detailed in paragraphs
ted and Lelpe
Huggenberger extensoweters readings were also teken at positions
‘a’ near the hole as shown in Figs Sel (a). These gauges were used
to cheok the strain-pattern obtained from resistance-gauges. The gap
in between the resistance-gauges which had to be left to attach the
demountable liuggenberger extensometer gauges, were sealed with B.I.C,
plastic in order to protect the resistance-gauges from soiature,
The first set of resistance-gauges nearest the ends of the
specinen were about 1,5 times the width of the specimen from the end of
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 Gauge sensitivity factor values given by the firm were checked.
Two resistance-gauges were taken from each of the three packets, con-
taining 100 resistance-gauges. One of the resistance gauges froa
each pair, was attached to the tension side and other compression, of
the mild steelbeam, which was loaded ty means of a four point loading
aystem, as show in Pigs blk. A dialegauge capable of measuring
deflections to nearest 1/10000 of an inch was used to measure the
beam deflection.
The bean was loaded to 100 1b., by equal increments of 10 lb. and
subsequently unloaded to 0. The readings of resistance-gauges and
d@ialegeuges are given in table 5.1. The null poict method of balance
ing the bridge was used. Pigs 502) for gauge No. 4, is typical of
the results obtained.
The slope of the graph gives the geuge-sensitivity factors given
at the bottom of table 5.1. The mean value of 2.54 was used for the
calculation of stresses in the tests reported later here. It will
be aoted that figure quoted by the manufacturer's was 2.25, a large
difference (some 4%), as compared with variance here of about 1% in
the six tested,
 The specimen was tested in axial tension using the special tensile
testing machine, The gauges were conieeted to a 21, channel box, 6
channel box and 2 separate boxes, These boxes were connected as suowm
in Fig. 1 of appendixA,so that only one galvenoweter was used for
measuring the bridge cut of balance, wiich was the measure of strain
Senes. (00s wall pula aWthad OF uectating the teluee Of swetn was 208
used).
The resistance-gauges were checked for "drift" at sero load bet’ore
starting the tests. The maximus drift noted in 3 hours was not sore
than 0.05 om, which corresponds to a stress of about 150 pes.ie Over
an interval of one hour which is larger than the usual period of one
test, the drift was negligible.
Rubber pieces were placed in between the jaws to keep then apart
at initial loads, wich helped in eentering the specimen, as explained
in Chapter 5, paragraph jel.
Most of the gauge~readings when plotted against the applied load
were found to give straight lines, as shown in Pige 503. for gauges
NOs 75 9p 10, 2355 2hy 25 and 26, but for gauge Noe 8, a nean line
wes drawie From these graphs, the change of galvanometer readings
for e@ load change from 0.15),to 0,616 ton (vig 0.462 ton) are, as shown
in columns 2(b) and 6(b) of table 5.2(a), in which horizontal lines
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separate different cross-sections,
‘Resistance-geuges serked with asterisk in table 5,2(a) gave higher
calibration values than the other gauges, for the same velue of rege
istence, placed across each in turn, This was, because, these gauges
were connected to the 6 channel box which had fixed arus of a different
Values The results are showa diagrametically in Pigs 5eh(a) and the
geuge readings marced with an asterisk have been multiplied oy
2085/3075e
 
The results obtained at crossesections: No (i), (44), (dv) and
(v) of Fig. Sel, indieate a non-linear strain variation over each
orosa~section, as show: in Fig. 5eh(a). Arbitrarily correcting the
observed values by appropriate amount of up to some + 2% to the
“corrected values" shown in these diagrams, makes the strain distribu-
tion ever these cross-sections vary linearly, but observations from
gauges No. 28 and 31 were very auch too high to fall into this linear
pattern. Even with these corrections, the mean of the strains
observed at each cross-section varied, as showa in Pig. Seb (a), from
12525 to 1.2 (ise. 10%) and sore than might be expected, An arbitrary
value of 1515 cms has been assigned to gauge No. 22, which was not
working, This value was arrived at, to fit in linearly with other
values at the cross-section,
Resistance~gauges No. 1, 2 and 3 at crossesections No, (i), gave
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higher strain values than their respective partners iio. 19, 16 end 17,
on the other face of the specimen show in Pigs 5eh(a). Also, res-
‘stancengauge os 1 gave higher strain reading than that given by gauge
iio» 2 and whieh in tura gave higher reading then gauge lio. 3. Similarlygauge Nos 19 gave higher strain reading then thet of gauge No. 18 end 17.
These results suggest tha presenee of an offset of the load along
the plane Xi and Y<¥,
Sinilar results were obtained at eross-seotions No. (44), (iv) ant
(v)» whieh also indicate the presence of the . offset of the load ia
the above mentioned directions. The values of the offset of the load
obtained at these cross-sections are not consistent, which cannot be
explained.
For bending about Y=f, the values of the bending stroias, at
cross~sections No. (4), (ii), (iv) and (v) are 0.5, Ovi, Ooh5 and 0.6 om.
If St. Veuants bending theory holds at these cross-sections, then the
variation in the bending strain along the length of the specinen must
be linear, because the specimen is loaded only at its ends. The
observed variation is however not linear and so either St. Venants
theory is sot applicable or the bending stroin observations are inaccur~
ate and they indicate only an offset of load giving @ mean bending strainequivalent to 0.5 cm, isc. @ load offset equivalent to 0.1",
Por bending about XK, the bending-strains at croce=sections lie.
(4), (44), (dv) end (v) are 0.55, 047, Ooi and 0.35 cms, respectively.
5B.
Thay also do not vary linvarly along the length of the speciuen, but
an Sverage Value Of Osh ems, corresponds now to a very suall offset of
the load equivalent to 0.0031",
Tf exbitrerily “24 corrections ere uade to the observed readings ’
the results oan be mde to vary linearly. The high readings of
Gauges 26 and 50 may be indicative of gauge sensitivity varying nore
than +2, but there is little other evidence of unsatisfactory gauges.
The gauges have no "drift" at sero load and gave a straight line
variation during loading asd subsequent unloading,
Safe KASIM AP is Howe
The results eat cross-section jo, (444) containing the circular
hole, are not in agreouent with what might be expected from the results
obtained at cross-sections No. (i), (44), (4v) and (v). Thus rese
istance-gauges lio, 7, 8, 9 and 10, would be expected to give hicher
strainereadings than their respective partners No, 26, 25, 245 and 23,
but gave lower readinss. The gradient from gauge 10 to gauge 7 is
however in the direction expected from other sections . The results
obtained from the diagonally opposite resistance-gauge ilo, 8 ani 22,
9 and 25 respectively, adied together in order to effect someconpensa-
tion for the effect of bending, are in ratio 1.09 : 1. Nevertheless,these resultsat the hole, are checked by Huggenberger extensoncters
reedings, show in Vig. 5.4(b). The strain readings at the hole thus
do not seen to follow a pattern which fits in well with other observa-
tions away from the hole.
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The specimen was now subjected to a load of 0.77 ton, 1.0. @
mean stress of 5.08 teseie . Resistance gauges at the edge of the
hole, is¢. gauge No. 8, 9, 24 and 25 gave loops during loeding and
subsequent unloading, while the readings obtained from the rest of the
gouges, wore still linear, when plotted against the applied Load.
These Loops do not indicate any siga of yielding, as it is evident
from Pige 5+5(a) and (b). The chaage of galvanoneter reading for a
load change from 0,154 to 0.77 ton (vz 0.616 ton) at various cross-
sections of the specimen, are given in colum 2(b) and 6(b) of table
5e5(a)» In caleuleting strain from gauges, which gave loop during
loading ani subsequent unloading, strein values, shown in Pigs 5e5e(a)
end (b),are teken from straight Line portion of the curves.
Resistance-gauge No. 22 which was not working, hes been assigned an
arbitrary value of 3.6 om., show in Pige 5.6 (a).
 
The results at the cross-sectious away from the hole, indicate
@ nonelinear streinevariation, as in the previous test, but can be
explained by St. Venant bending, shom pictorically in Figs 5.6(a),
af arbitrarily 42% corrections are uade in the observed values, The
strain readings indicate an offset of the load, along the plane Y«I
aad Xe, equivalent to an average value of 0.125" and 0.0042" respect~
ively, The meanobserved strains, show in Fige 5e6(8), at crosse
G00
sections No. (i), (14), (4v) and (v) are about in tho sane ratio, es
that in the previous test, This Suggests thet the strain readings
exe consistent.
 
The results obtained et cross-section io. (iii), containing the
civoular hole, are similar to these in the previous test. Theseresults are checked by Huggenberger extensoneters realinss, show in
Pige 5.6(b). Huggenberger extensometers readings, gave loops as
shown in Figs 5.7, wheplotted against the applied load, during load«ing and subsequent unloading, but straight Line portion of the curve hesbeen taken to indicate the strain, |, The specimen was now subjected to a load of 1.08 tea, ise. a
mean Stress of 4.3. ‘teseis. . Resistance~gauges at the hele, ise.
GONGRO NOs 74 by 54 40 Gi. 254 Zhy 25, and 26 gave loops during loading
and subsequent unloading. This tine, the loops were larger than in
the previous case, as shown in Fig. 5.8(a) and (b). Resistance-
gauge Ho. 6 and 31, gave absurd results, shown in Pig. 5.9 and waich
suggest thet probably the gouges were sot working and the strain-
readings obtained from thep would be ignored in future. Streia
readings obtained from the resistance-gauges at the cross-sections of
the specinen, for o load change from 0.158 ton to 1.08 ton (vis 0.922
ton) are given in table 5.h(a), Za caleulating strain from gauges
whieh gave loops, strain values show in Pig. 58 (a) and (b), axe
taken from straight line portion of the curves. Resistance=gauge
No. 22, which was not working, has been assigned an arbitrary value
of 4055 cms, shown in Fig. 5,10 (a).
3292 RESULTS Af Dis CROSS-SECTIONS AWAY FROM THE HOLE
The results at the cross-sections eway from the hole are
indicating a non-linear strain-variation, as in the previous tests,
but can be made linear, if arbitrarily 42% corrections are made in theobserved values, The offset of the load along the plane Y=¥ and X-x,
is equivelent to an average value of 0. 10)" and 0,004" respectively.
The wean observed strains, shown in Pigs 5.10(a), at cross-sections
No. (i), (41), (av) ana (v), are in the same ratio as thet in the
previous tests.
 
The results at the cross-section No, (iii), containing the
circular hole, are similar to those obtained in the previous tests.
These readings are checked by Huggenberger extensometers readings,
shown in Pig. 5+10(b). Huggenberger extensometers readings gave loops
but strain values, are taken from the straight line portion of the
curves.
Tn the above tests,;the ratio of the mean strain at the eross~
sections away from the hole, i.e. No. (i), (44), (4v) ana (v) are
62.
fairly consistent. The results at cross-seotions No. (4ii), con
teining the circular hole, alse have about the saue ratio at each
test. This indicates that the strain-gauges are behaving consistently.
In order to shed further light on the observed strain variation
eeross the cross-sections of the specimen, strain readings were obtained
at the hole, by seving the crossed knife-odges of the special tensile
testing machine, in an endeavour to produce an offset loading, The
strain readings at the hole, were altered in the sense expected, each
time, the knife-edges were uoved to a new position, but the changes
produced were not large, as shows in table 5.5. Strain readings were
also obtained, bringing the top end of the specimen to the botten jaws
and viee verse, and also turning the specimes through 180°, But the
resistence~gauges, which gave higher strain readings, were still
showing higher values, irrespective of the position of the knife-edges.
These results were alse checked by Huggenberger extensoncters readings,
wich were of the order expected from the resistance gauges results,
es shown pictorically in Figs Sell.
The nonelinear variation, therefore, seems unlikely due to any
offset of the loed, likely to be produced by the loading machine, if
the Huggenberger extensoscters readings had not agreed with values
obtained by resistance-gauges, these would have been nore suspect
end leck of henogenity in the steel specinen remains as the sost
likely cause of the non-linear and other anomolous results obtained,
 The streSe-concentration value at the hole can be caloulated as
follows t=
The value of the mean-stress applicd to the specimen under iavest-
igation, was taken as the mean-value of streas st cross-sections ilo.
(4), (44), (Av) and (v) as shown in table 5.2(a) which is 1
we & (2.87 + 2683 + 1675 41.8) 2 1.8
and the meanevalue of stress at the hole at points K1' and £23.
(shown in Fig. 5.1 (a) 9s
@ & (5057 $ 2025 + 5055 4 409) © be07
and
@ & (19555 + 0065 + 5494 + 5002) = 26232,
respectively,
The sean stress~concentration values at points K1* aad K2' is tha
e07/2481 @ 2025 and 26231/1,82 © 1.23,
¥roa Howland's theory (ref 16), the stress-coucentration factor
at the edge of the hole, which has a diaueter of 0.4) times the width
* in what follows the word “stress” is used in abbreviation for
‘iestrain” unless otherwise stated.
of the plate, is equal to 4,8 seen from Pig. $,12. The stress-cone-
ceatration values at points K1' aad K2* of 2.25 and 1.25, obtained
from the average values frou resistance-gauges,are about the sane 68
the theoretical results showa in Pig. 5el5. Sut the stress-concentra=
tion values obtained frou the results of the individual gauges at
points K1' and 521,show in Pige 5elL, indicate a large variation from
thet of the theoretical results,
As showa in Pig. 5015, the values of the stress-couceatrations
around the hole vary frou « negative value of «1.5 at K5 to a positive
value of 4 at Ki. ‘The resistence-gauge at the edge of tne hole,
substends an angle of about 11,5° to the centre of the hole, as show
im Pigs 5615e ‘The strein-velues recorded by the resistance-gauges at
the edgeof the hole, would therefore be the sean of the strain between
points Kt! and K,*, whichlleat the centre of the resistance=geuge
and substend en angle of 0° and 11.5° respectively, to the contre of
the hole (Fig+ 515). ‘Therefore, theoretically, one would expect te
strain-values at points Kt’, which are at a distance of about 3/32”
from the edge of the hole, i.e. the ceatre of resistance-gauge, to be
Zeb, instead of 2.5 as obtained from Howlanad's Analysis (ref. 15).
But the strain values obtained experimentally, in the case under
review, at points Ki‘ is 2.25 instead Of Zehky Lee. about 6% lower than
the theoretical result.
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The values of “cross-stresses” xx/T and yy/T, where T is the applied
tensile stress,on a longituiinel sections through the hole, for the
ease of a plate, containing a circular hole, the dianoter of which is
005 times the width of the specimen, were caloulated vy R.C.J. Howland
and are given in table XV, reference 16, he writer calculated the
values for a plate, containing a circular hole, the dianeter of which
is 0.4 tines the width of the plate and these are given in table 5
of ‘Appendix Cs ©. ‘The values o: the constants used in the equations
for calculating the cross-siresses, i.e. xx/T and yy/T were those,
given by R.C.J. Howland, table#I, reference 18,
The graphs so obtained for plates with hole diemeter/width ratios,
Xs Of Ook and 045, are shown in Pigs 5.16. A curve sketched between
them, gave the value of cross~stresses for the case of e plate contain-
ing a circular hole, the dianeter of which is’ O.4h times the width of
the plate.
The values obtained from Huggenberger extensoneters at point K was
0.344- This point is about 0.85" from the point K3 and the theoretical
value is about 0,38.
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Mean values of stressconcentration factors thus agree reasonably
well with those which can be obtained from Howland's theory, but the
actual local values depart considerably from the mean values just as
the strain weasuresents across a supposedly uniformly stressed plain
specimens were non-uniforn,
The specinen was now loaded beyond the elastic=-range. Resistance-
gauges et the hole, showed yielding at o load of about 1.54 ton, ise.
& mean stress of 6,16 t-s-i-: .. in the speoimen while the results
obtained from the resistance-jeuges at other sections, were still
iinear, when plotted ageinst the applied load. The load was gradually
inereased at each cyle of loading. The strain readings obtained, fron
the resistance-geuges at the hole showed yielding, each time the
Specimen was subjected to a higher load than that of the previous oyole.
But, each time on unloading, an almost linear stress/strain line , as
shown in Pigs. 5.17 and 5.16.for gauges ilo. 8 and 25, was obtained.
The strainereadings obtained fron resistance-gauges et various
eressesections of the specimen, for a load change, from 0.16 to 1.70
ton (vies 1.54 ton), are given in table 5.6(a). The results obteined
at the hole gave loops during leading and subsequent wiloading. in
Saloulating straing for these cases, straight line portion of the curves,
a8 shown in Pigs 516, has been taken to indicate the strain,
 
The results obtained from the resistance-gauges at crossseetions
Wo, (4), (44), (Av) and (v), indicate o non«linear strain variation
across the cross-sections, These results,if corrections of the order
of *2% are made in the obsorved values of strains, as shown piotorically
in Pige 5019(a), vary linearly across cach crossesection, The ueen
observed strains at these cross-sectious are in the ratio of 110.988;
930.955, which are very nearly the same as previously obtained, in the
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elastic-range, With the exception of section (44), the calculated
offset of load along the Y=¥ direction is sensibly constant (0.06")
and that along X<X small (2 to 4. thousands of an inch).
6 RESUL' u
The pattern of strain readings obtained at the hole, is the sane
as that in the elastic-range. Corresponding strain readings obtained
on each face are different, thus those fron resistance-gauges No. 8
and 25, 9 and 2l. are in the ratio of 1.6 ana 1.46 respectively, The
results at the hole were checked by Huggenberger extensometers readings,
shown in Pig. 5+19(b), which are of the order expected from resistance-
gauges results.
The plastic residual strains built up during loadings and sub-
sequent unloadings are given in table 5. 7(a), and were obtained fron
the results, such as that show in Figse 5017 and 5.18 and Pigs. 5.20
and 5+21(a) end (b), for gauge nos. 7 and 26, 8 and 25 respectively.
The values of the residual strains at the hole were also checked by
Huggenberger extensometers readings, shown in Fig. 5.21(a) and (bd),
which are in agreement with those of resistance=gauge results, as shown
in Figs 5+21(c). These results indicate, far greater residual strains
at the stations 25, 24, 25 and 26 than at tie corresponding stations
on the other face. They tend to confirms that the anamolous strain
behaviour recorded in the elastic- range was actually present since,
where the strains were high considerable yielding has occurred and
left large residual strains on wloading.
The specimen was now subjected te a load of 2618 ton, i.e. a
mean stress of 8.72 t-s-i-. ‘the results obtained for a load
change from 0.16 to 2.18 ton (viz 2,02 ton) are given in table 5.8,
The resistance-gauges at the hole were all found open-circuited at
this load, while the results obtained from the resistance=gauges at
orossesections No. (i), (41), (iv) and (v), were linear when plotted
against the applied load. These results inddeate a non=lincar straine
variation across the cross-sections away from the hole, but es before,
excepting the results for gauges No. 28 and $1, they can be adjusted
to be linear, if corrections of the order of 22% are made in the
observed values of strains, as shown pictorically in Figs 5.22.
Gauge No. 28 and 51 gave loops during loading and subsequent wiloading
aud large corrections ere necessary in their readings to bring thea in
line with other results.
in a further endeavour to find the cause of this non-linear strain
variation, specimen was stretched about 3 of its length (the extension
was measured using a dividers), The specimen was afterwards subjected
to @ load of 2.66 ton, ive. @ meen stress of 10.4 +.seis. . and the
results obteined for a load change from 0416 to 2466 ton (vis 265 ton)
are given in table 5.9{a). The results at the hole were obtained,
using the Huggenberger-extensoneters and are given in table 5.9(b).
The results et cross-sections No. (i), (ii), (dv) and (v) ere none
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linear, but can be made linear,as shown in Mige 502342 corrections
of about #26 are wade in the observed values. ‘The values of the
offset of the load obtained given in Pig 5.23,, ore not consistent at
ervss-sections No, (4), (41), (Av) and (v), which cannot be explained
by aa offset of the load likely te be produced by the special uachine.
The possibility of the non-linear strein variation over the cross=
sections being due to Luder's bands can now be ruled out becuase these
must heve covered the entire length of the specimen, when it was
stretched Sf,» |
 
in aa axially loaded tensile speciuen with a circular hole,
ref. 15, the plastic zone will begin to form at the points A and 3B,
Pige 205+ It will be of the shape, show hatched in the figure and
Will not necessarily completely surround the holes An appro:dmate
solution for the strain distribution has been worked out by Faerberg
(ref. 13) on the basis of the theory of elasto~plastic beading of a
curved beam. He found for an idealised material representative of
duraliua plate, with e linear elastic followed by a linear plastic
stress/strain curve, that the plastic zone which starts to form et
points A and B at a mean tensile stress of one third the yield stress,
extends rapidly around the hole contour es the value of the tensile
stress increases fron a third to 0.65 times the yield stress. When
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the tensile stress if greater than 0065 tines the yield stress, plastic
sones grow in a direction perpendicular to the tensile stresses and
simultaneously become smaller at the contow of the hole iteclf. ie
also founi that with inereasing values of the tensile stress, the
deformations near the hole increased considerably more rapidly than at
the outside edges of the plate. His experimental values for the point
A ere alnost the seme as his theoretical values, for mean tensile
Stresses up to O+5 times the yield stresse
Tn the tests made by the writer, the strains were not symmetrical
across "eross-sections" so that the growth of the plastic zones described
by Faorberg could not be verified. The deformetions near the hole
inereased considerably more rapidly than they did on the outside edges
of the plates which oan be seen from Paige 5018 ond 5e20(a)e The
permanent set remeining after the specimen has been subjected to a
tensile stress of 603s tesele are given below, for cross-section
Noe (411)e
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The avorage value of the permanent deforustion near the edge of
the hole is about 5.4 times thot on the outside edge of the plate.
This agrees with the Faorberg's. results, show in Figs 102 ani 105
(refs 13).
2eh8 COiGLUSIONS
The results obtained at cross-sections No. (4), (41), (iv) ana (v)
eway frou the hole, indicate a non-linear straineveriation across the
oross~-sections of the specinen, These results can be made to vary
linearly, if arbitrarily t 2% corrections are aade in the observed
values of strains. The velues of the offset of the load required to
produce these linear strein variations are axially uot consistent with
& line of loading passing through the knife-edges,
‘The results at cross-section ilo. (iii), containing the circular hele
were asymetrical and also aot in agreement with, whet might be
expected from the results at cross-sections No. (4), (41), (iv) and
tv). This cannot be explained by the presence of an offset of the
load. Further, the results at the hole were checked by uoving the
crossed knife~eiges of the special tensile testing machine, in an
endeavour to produce an offset of the load. ‘The strain readings were
affected in the sense expected, but changes produced, were sot of the
order of anamolies. The resistance<gauges, wich gave higher strain
readings, were still showing similar results, at the new positions of
the crossed knife-edges, The non-linear strain variation across the
cross-sections of the speciuon, therefore, seems unlikely due to any
offset of the load, likely to be produced by the loading machine,
The non-linear strain variation, also seems unlikely due to the
variation in the gauge-sensitivity factors of the resistance-gauges
T5e
used, because the results at the hole were checked by Huggenbergor
extensoneters readinys, which confirmed the resistance-gauge results.
The resistance-gauges waieh gave higher strain readings ia the
elastic range, also gave highervalues of plastie residual-strains,
after the speciaen had been subjected to loads which took it into the
plastic-rangee The results obtained from resistance<gauges were also
consistent in each test aud no appreciable "drift" was recoried at sero
lead, The non-lincar strain variation is not likely to be due to
defective resistance-gauges.
The specimen wos annealed, as explained in paragraph43
before starting the tests. The presence of large initial strains in
the materiel is thus an unlikely cause of the non-linear streia varla-
tion. The specinen was also stretched about 9% of its length, but
the results were still nonelinear over the cross-sections of the
specimen, The non-linear variation due to luder's band, can now be
ruled out becuase these must have covered the entire length of the
specimen, when it was stretched 3,
fhe strain=pattern obtained at cross-section No. (iii) which is
net in agrecuent with, what might be expected from the results at
cross-sections No. (i), (14), (iv) and (v), indicates the presence
of locel bending at this cross-section. But the specinen was tested
on a flat plate, before the resistance-gauges were attached to it and
to the naked eye it appeared to have contac: and day light was aot
seen between the specimen and the plate. Thus, the non-linear strain
variation cannot be due to the leck of straightness of the specimen,
The
The values of the strain por ton obtained, from the resistance
Geugess at the cross-sections of the specimen in tests I and Il, in the
elastio-range end that, after the specimen had been subjected to loads
whieh took into the plastic-range are shown in colums 2 anid 4) table
5elOe These results indicate a change in their values from test I
to test II) in an asyenetric manners ices rise in some asc end vice~
veraae This again indicatess that probably the strein was not
linearly distributed sercss cross~seotions of the specimen, in different
testse
In the light of above arguments, it scoms that probably the stool
Specimen wee not homogenous enough for Ste Venant's theory to be
strictly applicable ond taat the strains over 1/k" gauge lengths will
be sensibly different from those caleulated on the assumption that the
material is honogeneous although mean valucs are found to agree sensibly
with such theorys
 Ta the study of joints, it 1s very important to see, how the
stress-conceatration is affected by the presence of more then one hole,
Wich are near enough to influence each other. In order to study this
effect and also that of asyuetrical strain variation obteined in case
of specinea B, containing a circular hole, a rectanguler wild steel
Plate F, containing two equal circular holes, was therefore, tested in
axial tension in the special tensile testing machine. The specimen
was made from the sane batch of mild steel, that was used in specimen
Ee It was annealed before testing, as explained in paragraph 4.3,
to avold possible effects of initial stresses on the strain observa-
tions, Avro resistance-gauges were attached to the specimen and the
results obtained from then were further checked by Huggenberger exten=
soneters.
The results obtained fron resistance-gauges indicate asymuetrical
strain variation across cross-sections of the specimen, which was not
quite as marked at the hole as that in case of specimen EB. ‘The results
obtained from resistance-gauges at the hole were also checked by
Huggenverger extensometers, placed between the resistance~gauges.
They gave results which were of the order expected from resistance-
GBUgZSS+
ia the tests, the plate was first loaded within the elastic and
then beyond into the plastic-range. it was loaded and unloaded
several tines in order to see whether this affected strain readings,
but the asyumetrical strain variation across cross-sections persisted.
  
Specimen F was o rectangular uila stcel plate 2° x 18" = 3",
containing two circular holes, each §” in diameter, as shown in Pigs
Gel(a) ad (b). It ws made from the sane batch of mild steel, as
that used in specimens BC Chapter 4.
Wearthe ends of tue specinen, i" dieaeter holes were drilled, os
shown in Fig Gel(a) to align the specinen in the special testing
machine and the ends of the specimen had to be reduced to « width of
1#", becuase the jaws of the special tensile testing machine were not
wide enough to teke a 2" wide specimen.
The specimen was annealed after cutting and drilling. The
procedure adopted for annealing the specimen and the fixing and
protecting the resistance-gauges from soisture, was that detailed in
paragraphs 4.3 and Lohse
Details or the specimen with the position of the thirty Avro
resistance gauges, attached to it, are showm in Fig. 6.1 (a). The
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meaufacturers quoted o sensitivity factor of 2.25 and an average value
of resistance of 96.9 ohu, for these gauges.
Huggenberger extensoueters readings were also taken at ositions
‘a? near the holes, as shown in Pig, Gelia)e These gauges were used
to check the strain pattern obtained from the resistance-gauges. The
gap in between the resistance-gauges at the holes, which had to be Left
to attach the denountable Huggonberger extousoueters, were sealed with
B.I.C, plastic, in order to protect the resistance-gauges from soisture.
The set of resistance-gauges at the cross-seotion No, (i), were
about twiee the width of the specimen and those at the cross-section
lio» (44), were 345 times the width of the specimen, from the end of the
top jaws. The resistance-gauges at the cross-section No. (v), were
1.25 tines the width of the specimen from the end of the botton jews,
as shows in Figs6.1.(a)«
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Tada spedinen was tested in axial tension, using the special
tensile testing machine, ‘The resistance-gauges were connected to a
2h, channel box and 6 channel box, which were connected to each other
_ im one circuit, as explained in Appendix C so that only one galvano-
meter waa used to measure the bridge out of balance, which neasured
the strain (the null point method of ueasuring the velues of strain
Was not used).
The resistance-gauges were checked for “arift" at sero load,
before starting the tests, but no drift was recorded, even after3 hours.
Rubber pieces were placed in between the jaws to keep thea apart
at initial losds, which helped in centering the specimen, as explained
in Chapter 5, paragraph Jel.
The strain readings obtained from the resistanse-gauges at the
cross-sections of the specimen ave given in columss 2(b) and 6(b) of
table 6.1(a) for a load change, from 0.25 ton to 1.5 ton (vis 1.25
ton), Lote © mean stressof 5 tesei.
The strain values obtaised frou the resistance-gauges at the
holes aad also fron resiatance-gauges lio. G, 10, 21 and 25 gave loops
during loading end subsequent unloading. In these cases, strain
 values tabulated, are taken froa straight line portion of the curves
shown in Figs 6.2. The strain values obtaiacd frou the other resistance-
gauges los. 7, 8, 9 and 22, 23, and 2), gave straight lines, when
Plotted against the applied stress ani loading end subsequent unload~
ing curves coincided as shown in Fig, 6.3, Similar results wereObtained from resistance-gauge Lies. 1, 15, 16 and 30.
ponding points in these cross-sections are sensibly the same. The
results obtained fron resistance-gauges ilo. 3 and 4, 19 and 18, at
Cross-section No, (ii), indicate tho strain slope of O10 ca,, in the
direction indicated by the arrows, shown in Fig 6.4, while the results
obtained from resistance~gauges No. 2 and 5, 20 and 17, indicate strain~
Slope in the reverse direction froa that at the edge of the hole,
These opposed strain-slopes canaot be due to an offset of the applied
doad, The results at cross-section No. (iv), are of the sane nature,
The results obtained from the resistance-gauges lies. 5, |. ib,
49 and 12, 15, 27, 28, at the edges of the holes, differ by less than
pa The resulta at the hole, were checked by Huggeaberger extenso-
meters, which gave as indicated in Fig. 6.5 results of the order expected
from resistancegauges.
 The results at crossscctions Nos (4) ani (v)» indicate the
presence of bending about the X+X axis. The bending strains at
srose~seotion No» (1) and (v) are the equivalent of 20017 ome end£0012 emes respectively. But these results are the differences ofWwantities of sbout twenty five tines their value, so that it sconsellewable to take their everace value of 035 ome» equivalent to «strein ©f 0627 10", to represent the bending strain at these
erose-sectionse The meen value of strain at both the cross-sections
VAs SehB ome end 3652 omy is about the same ant a bending strain of
20015 ems corresponds to an Offset of 0.00089% The caleuleted
meen etwain fron the average value of Seg0000h8 . 535 on., withBe 15000 teseie is 309 x 10%,
The strain valucs obteined across cross-sections Nee (444) of
the specimen, ieee in between the holes, can be made more symmetrical
seress the cross-section, if eppropriate corrections of the order of
#2 are mode in the observed values of strains» as shown in Figs 6ehs
Those Feaulte indicate « snell compression at the point Ky» shown in
Pige 606(a)s The stain values obtained et the points K, end K, are
both about equals ices about 4225 ome, while thet obteinea at K, is
Get comes ives 457 higher than that at the points K2 or Khy as shom
in Pige 606 (b)s
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The values of the stress-concentration factors obtained at points
KY, K2 and KS ere 0.042, 142 and 1.7%,respectively.
The stress-concentration value at the holus has been caloulated as
follows :«
(4) The value of meen-stress applied, is taken as the mean-value
of stress at cross-sections No, (1) and (v), whieh is about 345 om
(44) The mean values of stresses at the holes et podnts K5 and Ki.
are taken as the average of the values at corresponding points, 3s 4
16, 19, 12, 15, 27, 28 and 2, 5%, 17, 20, 11, Li, 26 and 29 vig 7625 om
and 4.55 ome, respectively.
(441) The stress-eoncentretion at points K5 and KX) is
79235/305 @ 2406 and 453/545 = 1.23 times the mean stress,respectively.
No theoretical solution is available for a plate of finite width
subjected to tension and conteining two circular holes, but the
stress-concentration in an infisite plate tas been calculated by
CHINeBI LING (ref.26), For the hole piteh of 1,5" used in the
present work, the stress-concentration fector at the edgeof the
holes, gives by Chih-Bi Ling's theory is 2.7, as indicated in Fig.6.7
and by Howlend’s solution 2, seen in Fig. 6,8, vor plates of
infinite dimensions and containing circular holes. An outline of
the solutions of Ling and Howland are given in Savin's book (ref,36
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pages 134 to 139, and 145 = 149 respectively)«
Neither writer mentions the presence of small compression in
between the two holes, found here experinentallys The stress
concentration at a point 1/8" from the edge of the hole, which is
approximately the centre of the resistance-gauges Moss 39 he 12, 13»
199 27s and 28, is found to be 1625 from Howlend's results, as shownin Pigs 608, while the result obtained from the present experinente
is 201,» ives about 71% higher. As shown in Figs 608, the values of
strese-concentration factors seress cross-seetion Nos (441) have been
calculated by interpolation from Howlends results ani the value of
Stress-concentration factors, so obtained are e047 and 100 at points
Ki and K2 vespectivelys The mean experimental values, obtained here
ere Ov0h29 and le2 respectively.
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The specimen was now suijected to larger loads, which produced
plastic-streins, Jlaterial at the edges of the holes, started yield«
ing at a mean stress of 6.85
=
4.5.4. . The yielding was largest
at points K5, 1¢. at the edges of the holes, Although in the
elastic-range, the strain at polats K3 was higher than that et points
Kh, plastic strain became greater in this test at Ki than at K3, as it
is evideat from Figs 6.9 and 6.2 for gauges iios 2 and 6 respectively.
This was, because the plastic-sones, which first form at the edges
of the holes, i.e. at the points 5 have a considerable affect on the
strains at the points Ki, The plastic-gones at the edges of the
holes, grow in the direction perpendicular to that of the tensile
forces and simultaneously become narrower, i.e. docs not extend so
far along the length of the specimen, as Faerberg found (ref 13), for
the case of a plate, containing a circular hole and subjected to
loads which produced appreciable plastic-strains.
The specinen was now unloaded and on reloading again to the sane
mean stress of 6,85 t-s-ies., the specimen was found to have regained
elasticity. The loading and subsequent unloading curves, within
this range, followed the unloading curve of the previous case, as
shown in Pigg 62.
The straine-readings obtained from the resistance=gauges at the
 
  
various cross-sections of the specimen, for a load change, fron
0625 tou to1.715 ton (viz 1.465 ton), are given in coluans 2(b)
and 6(b) of table 6.2(a).
The ratio of the moan strains, at 3, 4, 16 19 and 12, 15, 27, 28
at the edges of the holes is 1.01, as comparcd with 1.02 in the
previous tests. This suggests that the strain-readings are con-
sistent, but in this test also, the results obtained, for exaxple
from gauge-i. is greater than thet at gaugee3, while that at gauge~2
is greater than that at gauge-5, i.e. indicate an inconsistent change
of strain over the cross-section, a change which cannot be explained
by an offset avplied load, Similar results were obteined at cross«
section lo,(iv.). The strain differences at corresponding points are
not more than 10% of the observed values. A variation of strain
gauge sensitivity between gauges of this order would thus be necessary
te explain the discrepancy in the results. The results at cross«
section io. (44) were also checked by Huggenberger extensometers
readings, shown in Pig, 6,10(a). The rowlings were of the order
expected from resistance-gauges results,
a
649. RSSULTS AT CROSS-SECTIONS NO. (2), (343) AND (vy).
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The results at cross-sections iloe (1) and (v) indicate the presence
of bending end the velw of the bending strain at each crosa-scetions
Noe (4) and (v) de equivalent to 200075 om The moan value of the strain
at these cross-sections is 3037 ane ond 4008 ames respectively (ices
differing by about 5%)
The results at eross~seetion Noe (414) ean be made to vary linesrly
over the cross~sections if corrections of the order of 22° are mnie in
the observed values of straing, as shown in Fige 6010(b)+ The strain
values st K2 and %, ere nearly equal, as in the previous cases
The average stress-coneentration factors at the points K2, K3, Ki, and
KS are te, tof, 1e27s 2007 respectively.
The plastio-residual strains obtained efter each unloading, are given
in table 6e3(a) ond were caloulated from the results, as those of Pigs
Geli(a) and (b)» for gauges Nose & and 1s The values at one of the
holes wae aleo obteined by liucvenbergar-ixtensenmeterse the results
Obtained from thems are shown in Figs 6012(a) end (b),pwt are not reliable
becsuse the pointer of the gouges had to be resets when appreciable
yielding ocowrede
The plastic residuel strains obtained from resistance-geuges “ose
8 and 25 wore compressive and ols0 those obtained from resistance-gauge
Noe 7 and 9» 21 and 25, as shown in Pige 60135 after the specinen has been
aubjected only up to « mean stress of 608% teseie . But, when it ws
subjected to « slightly higher meen stress of about 7o1 teseies . rose
istance-gauge Nose 7 ond 9, 21 and 25, now gave residu:l tensile strains,
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but resistance=gauge Moe 8 and 25 were still showing compressive
residual strain.
The loading and subsequent unloading graphs in the plastic range,
a6 shown in Tige Gell(a) and Pige 662) indieate that the material was
yielding, even at a mean stress of 1 teseis . This wes because enough
time wes not givens between loading and che previous unleadings and
the material could net regain elasticitye ‘These reeults are in
agreement with those obtained by S+ Timoshenko (refs 37)«
 
The strain measurements obtained at the edges of the holes, vary
by about 2 10% from one anothers in the elastic and also in the plestic-
ranges The results also indicate a reduetion of about 45 in the value
of stress concentration at the odges of the holes» compared to that
Obtained in ease of one holes
The results at cross-section Nos (444), which is in between the
holes, indicate the presence of compression at point K4, shown in Pige
6e6(a)+ The strain reedings, at the points K3 are higher than thet at
the points Ki» by about 45% The strese-concentretion factors at points
Kh and K5 at the holes: vis 25 5s 17» 20 and Llp lis 26. 29 and 35 he
18, 19 and 125 13» 27, 28, obtained from the experimental results are 36.5<
and 71% in exeess of those obtained from the theoretical analysis of ReCeJe
Howland (refs 20) for plates of infinite dimensions and containg circuler
holese
The plastic residusl-strains built up, during leading in the plastic
range end subsequent unloading rose to a larger velue (viz 3608 x 10)
at the points Kh (ieee at gauges Nos 2. 5» 172 20, yp Lie26 and 29)
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than thet obtained at the points K3 (viz 1162 x 10°) from gauges Nos
6» 10, 21 ani 25« ‘The plastic=sones, which first develop at the points
Ks ieee at the edges of the holes, markedly affect the results at the
points Kh» while the results at the points K3 are not so affected and thus
indicate lower residual plastic strains remaining at K3-< These results
agree qualitatively with the results of Paeberg (refs 13) which he obtained
for the case of a finite plate, containing a circular hole and subjected to
loads into the plestic=ranges
The strein-slope per ton, given in columns: 2(a) and 6(a) of table
Gel(a)» 4n the elastic-range, is nearly the sane, as that obtained efter
the specimen has been subjected to loads, which took it into the plastie~
ranges given in columns 2(e) and 6(a) of table 6+2(a)+ This suggests
thet the Dehaviour of the material, in the elastic-range and also, after
it has been subjected to loads beyond the elastic into the plastie-range
remained nearly the sames
  
The experimental results, obtained on mild steel specimen B, con-
taining a circular hole asd reported in Chapter 5, gave concentrations of
stress wiich were different from one another and from the theoretical
values. Also the strains as measured by the resistance-gauges were
not Linear at sections where they might have been expected to be 30.
The distribution over cross-sections was non-linear aid not obviously
related to the couce:trations whieh wight have been expected to cecur
at holes.
Observations around holes, in photoelastic speciaens, reported by
Frocht (refs ls, pe 251) gave results in agreenent with theory, In view
of the results obtained with the steel specisens tested, it was there-
fore, decided to check the stress-concentration around a hole in an
araldite specimen H, of the same dinensions as that of the steel specimen
Be ests were also made on other araidite specimens.
The photoelastic fringe pattern would correspomi to the mean strain
through the thickness, he resistanse-gauges would give the surface
values only which might or might not correlate with the mean. Any
difference in the test results obtained with resistance-cuses on the
steel end araldite specimens could be expected to be due to the change in
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the aaterial, oue being sore unifora than the other or the strain-gauges
giving more consistent measurements of strains when attached to the one
rather than the other.
The araldite used for making the specimeas tested, was cast by the
writer. The details of the casting technique ere given in paragrephs
6 and 7 of Appendix B. The ingredients of araldite were uixed by a
wixer, the speed of which could be so adjusted to avoid the formation
ef air voids in the wixture. The usual procedure of uixing the
ingredients by hond with a stick was found to be uost unsatisfactory,
because it produced many air voids.
The moulds used for casting the specimens, were designed so that
little machining aad drilling had to be done to the cast spacimens.
The araldite wixture, the ingredients of which had already been thoroughly
mized, was introduced into the mould fron the bottom, shows in Figs 6y
of Appendix 5, in an endeavour to avold air voids getting late the fiaal
Caste if air wes trapped in the aixture, the air bubbles could go up
with the aixture aad out of the castinge This would not have been
possible, had the wixture been poured from the top. The inside of the
mould was lubricated by Silicone ieleasal da order to avoid the sould
stickiag to the cast apeciaene. Araldite specimens with one or two
holes were casted in this way without drilling aud with no air voids.
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Specimen G, the dimensions of which were based on B.S. 15 spece
ifieations for tensile teste and e specimen based on the disensions
recommended by Frocht (ref. 14, pe 160), for calculating the model ond
materiel fringe values, wore east and tested in axial tension, using
the loading frame, show in Pig, 8 of Appendix B. The load was
applied to the specimen via pins, which passed through the specimens
and the loading frame, The specimens were subjected to gradually
inereasing teasile loads, The load intervals betwoen successive
extinctions was constaat aud gave the principal stress difference
between fringe orders. These were 2/7 PeSei. for the Precht specimen
and 288 pesei. for the B.S. 15 specimen, The complete extinction
eeress speciaen G ond Frocht control specimen indicate that the stroin
Was unifora across the cross-sections, away from the ends of these
specinens.
Specimen ii, which had « circular hole, symuetrically placed at the
centre, was tested in exial tension, using the loading frame, detailed
in paragraph 9 of Appendix B. The formation ef fringes was studied
for equal increments of load on the specimen, The fringe-order values
were calculated by counting the number of friages passing through a
particular point during the application of the load (fhe position of ean
isotropic point was not known). Figs 15 of Appendix B shows the fringe
patterns obtained at various leads. These were sketched in by hand.
Fig. 16 shows a photograph of the fringe pattern obtained at a lead of
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260 lbs+ on the specimen, Because it was not possible to get a clear
ploture of isoclinic lines from the araldite specinen, @isoclinic Lines
which are essential for evaluating the vertical and horizontal stresses
p and q respectively, were obtained frou tests on a perspex specimen
having the dimensions of the araldite specimen i,
Specimens I and J, which had two cireular holes (the diameters of
which were Old, and 0.5 times the width of the specimens) were tested in
@ Similer manner, The fringe patterns obtained at various loads are
show in Pig. 25 and 5h of Appendix B. Photographs of the fringe
patterns obtained at ea lead of 260 lbs. on the specimens are shown in
Pigs 26 and 35 of Appendix B. ‘The 0° isoclinic lines were again obtained
from tests on perspex specimens of the saue dimensions.
The procedure followed for calculating the values of the vertical
ead horizontal stresses » and q respectively, for specimens H, I and J,
from the fringe patterns of Figs 16, 26 and 35 (Appendix B), is given in
Appendix B. The stress distribution
(a) ecross cross-sections (i) perpendicular end (41) parallel to the
applied tensile stress and pessing through the centre of the holes,
(b) around the edges of the circular holes,
(e) along the edge of the specimens parallel to the applied tensile
stress,
was calculated using the uethods indicated by Frocht (Ref. 14, pe251).
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The writer extended this procedure to find out the values of stresses
p and q, in specimens [ and J, aeress cross-section perpendicular to
theapplied teasile stress and passing betwoen the holes.
Rectangular araldite specimen H, conteining a circuler hole and
tested in axial tension, gave symmetrical strain variation across cross-
sections. The stress-concentration velue obtained at points Kt i.e. at
the edges of hole, from the fringespattern is about 12.5% higher than that
obteined from the theoretical analysis of Howland (ref. 18).
. Restangular araldite specimens I and J, eonteining two circular
holes, also gave symuetrical strain pattern, The stress-concentration
values, obtained fron the fringe-patterns at the edges of holes, points
K5, Pigs. 24. and 535 of Appendix B, are not in agreement with these
Obtained from Howlasd's analysis for plates of infinite dimensions and
containing circular holes (ref, 20), ‘The results indicate a reduction
of about 23% to 225 in the aaxinun stress-concentration, compared with
that obtained from tests on specimen H, which contained a circular hole,
Specimen li was tested in arial tension, in the special tensile
testing machine and stress-concentrations at the hole were moasured
with resistance-gauges. The results obtained from tests, at points
Kt", ise. the centre of the resistence-gauges from the edge of the hole,
indieate a reduction of about 40/5 in the values of waximun stress-con-
centration, compared with that obtained from Howland's analysis. The
95e
reason for this is not knowns
ZGGOEL USIONS
The results obtained on rectangular araldite specimens indicate
symmetrical strain pattern across eross-sectionse This suggests that
the araldite cast by the writer is more a homogeneous than the steel
used by hime he non-linear strain variation across cross-sections,
obteined from tests on mild steel specimens, seems more likely to be
due to the non~homogenity of the mila steele _
  
  
The results obtained from tension and bending tests on rectangular
mild steel plates, using wire-resistance gauges, gave unexpected
variations in the measured strains. Differences of some 106 to 1%
were found between gauge readings which theoretically might have been
expected to be equal. ileasurements of stress-concentrations around
@ circular hole, symmetrically placed in a rectangular plate, which it
was thought, was axially leaded through crossedknifeeeiges, were also
asyaaetric and differed froa the average by up to 45.
 
That these differences were due to the presence of residual stresses
in the bars can be discounted because the bars were annealed at 6000 for
6 to 8 hours and allowed to cool in the furnace for 2 to 5 days. The
@atferenses weve thus wilikely to be dus to initial streins in the
test specimens. The discrepancies were also not due to the res’stance
gauges “drifting” ise. changing their zero values which were fairly
steady, The resistances of the gauges were also consistent ani of
ncneetiehe Their resistance <o carth was highe Strain
measure.ents on loading in the clastic-range and subsequent unloading
coincided.
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The tension testing wachine used Was of special design, in that
loads were applied via crossed imife-edges. The objestive of this
design was to have control of the line of setion of the load applied te
the specimes aad so avoid bending. The position of the knife-cdges
relative to the specimen could be coved so as to lead the test specimen
off centre. Whou this was done, a slight change in strain reading wee
observed in the sense cxpocted, but the pattern of strain observations,
rousined. very nearly the sane (ase Figs. 4s20 and Sell, Chapter & & 5).
fhe position o: the specimen with e cireuler hole ws changed in
the machine, “the end which was in the tep jaws being placed in the
bettem jaws of the machine. This did net produce any appreciable change
in the observed streinepattera. This suggests that lecal effects from
the machine are not responsible for the anomalous results. Ia this
test demountable luggenberger lever iype extensometers were placed
between the stick on rosistance-gauges. These tended to confirm the
general nature of the strain-pattera obtained froa the resistance-gauges
(see Fig 5e11).
48 @ further cheek, the effect of twisting the specimen grip
relative to cach other was iavestigated and is deseribed in peragraph
8.56 Other gauged specimens wore also tested in a 100 ton Buckten
universal testing machine and 6.5 ton Denison machines ‘These strain
gauge readings also showed unexpected variations, which were elso
confirmed by Huggenbergr extensonetor readings. All these machines
have in common Vetaper type of Jaws aud the effect of the jew grip in tis
Special machine, referred to is deseribed in paragraph 8.4.
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4 uniform bending test on one gauged specinen indicated that the
strain-sensitivity factor of the gauges on this particular specinen
veried some 10j) to 19%. But the range of observed values were so
suall, that possible errors can bring dowa the percentage voriation to
&@ negligible amount. Also the galvometer which was used to measure the
bridge out of balance was found to be some 4s to G non-linear over pert
of ite range,es seen from table 6.7, Between + 6 cussit was however
sensibly linear ( a null point method of aeasuring out of balance was
aot used in the tests, as galvanometer of the type used wore kaown to
be sensibly linear). These two latter effects aay contribute te the
anomalous readings of strain obtained.
SELSIAL
In order to shed sowe light on the causes of the anomalous behaviow
noted aud to check results obtained, tests already made on plate A were
repeated aad further special tests made.
dn the testing machine which loads the specimen through the imife-
edges, the possibility exists of a saall emount of twist occuring of
one ead of the specimen relative to the other.
fwiating the ond grips at no load and also under load, relative
to each other indicated that a large twist was neceSsary to produce
variations of the order of the anowalies, The anoualies are thea
unlikely to ce due to twist in this machine. Nevertheless, the seasure
strain accompanying the twist were also asyusetrical across a transverse
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Sections and exhibited enounlies, as shown in table 8el(a) and (bd).
The presence of bending might have been the esuse of the variations
in the strainegouge readings. The effect bending was checked by soving
the botton portion of the plate, block andi jaw laterally. This was
@asy to do in this machine at sero load asd produced considerable changos
in the strain gauge readings, as shown in table 6e4(a). These readings
were obtained by applying a known laterel displecemeat, The changes
in the readings of resistence-gauges equi-distaat from the neutral axis
were not always of equal amounts, as might be expected from St. Venent's
bendings A possibility of the departure from St. Venaut's bending
might be in the nature of the grip provided by the Vetaper typo of jews
used. It micht have been possible that they grip the specimen unevenly
as illustrated in Pig. Sele To accentuate such an effect rubber picces
were placed between the bottom jaws aud the specimen, as shown in Fig.
6.2. hens rubver plocee wore eventoslly crushed but no large differs
enees were found on the strain paticra observed as seen from table
8s2(a) and (b). This could not be interpreted as corresponding solely
with St. Vesant's bending and torsion.
Next copper strips were placed ou one side only of the bottom jaws,
eas shown in Pige Se5< These copper pieces did change the readings, in
the s ease expected but again the strain observations siven ia table 6.5,
could not be explained by St. Venant bending and torsion oaly. ia a
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further test the jaws at the top and bottom of the specimen were held off
the specimen by four picces of mild steel which were thicker than the
specimen, The catire leed wes now transferred through pins to the
specimen, es show in Fig. Ssh. In this teststrainegauge readings
given in table 8.4 wore not equal, even in the central portion of the
specinen and their variation cannot be oxplained by St. Venant bending
end torsions
These experiments indicate that cither (4) Strain patterns wich
do not conform to St. Venant's theory are contiaually present, (14)
strain=gauge sensitivities and galvenoncter non-linearity are giving
eddnsdiliig Yomudte, ov (442) the uaterdal used ‘was net hescgensous
enough forthe St. Venant's theory to be strictly applicable.
Using roller supports,plate A was also tested in pure bending, as
shown in Fig. 4.6,in order to avoid the axial tension. ‘There was
variations in the gauge readings,.as seen froa table 6.5, whien could
be interpreted es gougo-sensitivity-facter variations for these resq
istance-gauges of sone 10% to 15). Closer inspection of tho results
Ghowed that possible corrections could reduse these variations to a
negligible amount. The readings obteined were also found to be
different froma vhet the, were when this specimen was first calibrated,
fhe variations between these two set of readings ,given in table 6.6,
eoluaus 1 and 2, was some G% to 10%. Diverse and perhaps varying gauge
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sensitivity to strain to which the gauges were subjected, may then be
& Gause of the devietions from Ste Venant bending which were observed.
Galvanouster corrections, with approvriate strain=gauge sensitivity
feeters did in a number of cases produce corrected results which obeyed
St» Venaat's theory, but the procedure was not very satisfactory and
suggests that it is .ot easy to be sue that cumulative errors due to
galvanoneter reading, strain-gauge sensitivity asd galvanonster non=
linearity have sot been incurred.
If St. Venant's theory holds in the testswhich have been made and
the anomalous results ive been obtained because gauge factors vary
from gauge to gauge, then calculations ean be made as to what the
relative gauge factors were. first in the init&el calibration test,
when specimen A was bent by a four point leadiag system and secondly wha
this test was repeated sose months later, the results obtained are as
shown in coluans 2 aad 5 of table &... In this table gauge Noe 1 has
arbitrarily deen assigned a facter of 1. Ia the ease of gauge 15 two
identicsl tests between which the epparatus was not even fully wiloaded,
gave relative geuge-fectors of 1.075 and 0.95. All other gauges gave
sensibly consistent results in these tests. It can therefore be
concluded that gauge ios 15 is net reliable. There is also little
correlation between the relative gauge~factors obtained in both tests.
Load was ectually applied to the specimen by claaping plates on each side
at the ends. Such loading aight approximate to that givea by Vegrips
and leck of correlation in the gauge factors in the two tests aight weil
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be duc to St. Venaut's thoory not applying.
fests made with the load applica
(2) ‘through pins centroliy located near the ends and
(44) through copper strips wich were offset end so produced
considerable bending,
give a possible means of calculating the relative gauge sousitivities,
if it is assused thet the streinedistribution seress the cross-sections
is linear. The: for example, the moaa of strain seasurements taken at
positions (1) and (10) Pigs U5, should be the saue at equal leads in
both test conditions (i) and (ii). if a and b are the gauge factors
for these gauges, tie results of table 5.5. and eh. Coluan 3, give —
Sofa + Sebb = boda + 208d
which gives,
a/b & bsIFe7/Fekm2e8 = 142/066 @ 2/1
@ ratio well outside the range of values previously obteincd, Using
this procedure, in sone eases, even negative values of relative gauge
factors were obtained, Por exanple, considering the central section —
of the specimen, if c and @ are the relative gauge factors of gauge 4&
and 13, thes from the results of teble 6.5 and 8.4, Colum 3,
5eB5e + Feld = dele + 50550
0/8 @ 54S5m5el/ Se8Snre55 & 90.15/85 © =5/10
These answers indicate thet the approach is giving erroneous results.
Possible reasons for this are
(a) that the loads assused the same in tests (1) and
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(44) to be equal are sot really so,
(b) That these are reading errors,
(9) that the strain distribution is not linear.
if the load applied in these tests was uot of the sage magaitude
end the mean of the readings on each cross-seetion is taken es ea
indication of the applied lead, then three different values of the
Felative apzlied loads are obtained vis 1,06 (for gauges 1 to 3, 10 to 12)
1.09 (for gauges 4 to 6, 13 to 15) and 161) (for gauges 7 to 9, 16 to
18). Arbitrarily meking these respective corrections ad folowing
the procedure already obtained, the relative gauge-factors now obtained
are es indicated in @olum 4, table 8.8. These valucs ere more
sensiblethan the figures of 2 and -3/10 previously obtained but there
is little justification for moking o load correction in this arbitrarily
waye if e mean correction of 1.09 is uede, ise. if the load thought
to be equal in both tests were 9% different, relative gaugeefeotors can
‘be re-Galoulated. So. of the differences arising in the celeulations
are small ead if observational corrections of the magaitulde shown in
columa 5, table &.8,are aade in the necessary directioa, all the
relative gauge-factors now be made unity. Five of the cighteen
corrections are larger than likely observational errors. A further
attempt was now wade to calculate the true volue of the relative applica
loaiis in the tests referred to. This wes dese by assuming that the
loaags applied were in the ratio of Ket. Then if a, c, 4 and f are the
gauge factors of the resisitance-gauges ioe 1, 5 10 and 12 respectively,
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at which the strain readings are the numerical values shown in Figs
8el0(a)«
 
Observed
Strain valw
gauge Noegauge Noe 19
Observed valuw 50h5k bold ~
of strain
(Fige 8+10(a)
Then, if strains vory linearly, the sean values must be equal,
dees K ( 3e7a + 5eh5f ) = ( be9a + Be08F ) eeeveee (4)
= K ( 3e7a + 30h5f ) = K (305d + 5eh50 ) eveeees (2)
= he9a + 208f & held + Jee eeevees (3)
These constitute three distinct equations end contain five unknom
quantitiess
If a =¢ =d =f = 1, we have as meen strains, the average of
( 507 # 350h5 + 50h5 + 505) = Uyel
and ( he9 + Fe5 + BB 4 het =) = lS0l
These give o mean Value of K = 15e1/ljel a 1eO7e If we assume
that K = 1607, then from (1),
1007 ( 3e7e + 5eh5f ) = he9n + 208F
whence aff = 009/0+95
The possible error in observations is of the order of t 0005 so thet
this result can be modified to make a= f+ Also from (2) and (3),
1007(5.5d + JehSe ) = held + Sede
whence 0/4 = 0035/0+i, and this ean again be modified to sake
G@2de We have thus demonstrated that a= f and oc = ad to the onder of
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the acouracy of experinmtal cbservationss These results givefrom (3) K © 767/2015 = 14075
from (2) d= 7elSa/6e95 = 1s03q
ond from (3) d= 707/7oh kn = ledyn
We have thus arrived at a possible solution of (1), (2) ana (3)
With Ks 1007) a = f») gud Ae035n0
if we had made lesser corrections to our estimated ratios of off
and 0/4 we sight heve had
f= 1eO2Za and 4 «= 1leO2¢
iow (1)» (2) and (3) give .
Km 7076/7022 = 1073
G = 7022/7002 = 1eO5a
and Gs 7076/77 = LeQha
deoe K and d/a have not altered appreciably and are thus not very
sensitive to the corrections made in arriving at the ratios of e/f and o/s
Tf we take the values, = 1607, axf=1) o=d=1+035e, the observed
relative strein values correct to the values shown in Pige 8e10(b) which
vary linearly, are indicated by the numbers in the diagrams
    
Relative-strain 3062a 30458 42a 2e8aCorrected Strain (3659<—0.13 ——> ye28= 0048 ——
Diffe in Strain Gel2 Gel2 Oe62 Qe62reading (top tobottom)
(Figs 8e10(b) )
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In e like manner the observed strains can be correeted to give a
linear variation over other cross-sections. The relative gauge-Tactors
now obtained ere those shown in colum (6) of table Ge8 and the observat-
ional corrections which have to be made to obtain these results are those
shown in column (7)+ Tho load rationvalues are those in column (8) ond
these cannot varye They give a moan K = lel and with this value and the
corrections shown in column (10), the relative gaugefactors now obteined
are those shown in colum (9).
It is difficult to see why observational errors should be conveniently
positive or negative a larger than 2 0+05 ones a indeed that the load was
10% different from the value it was intended to apply. If these
corrections are not scceptable, then departures from a linear strain
distribution aust have been presents If the corrections are acceptable,
thay imply that the mean sensitivity factor for these gauges wes 0099 x 2
and the standard deviation 0+0336- The variance of these results is 3045,
deee 1 in 3 strain gauges can be exected to have a sensitivity-factor
differing by 5+4% from the mean of 0099+
The non-linear strein readings obtained from the tests, across eross-
sections given in tables 8e2(a) end (b), 83 and Ses can be made to vary
linearly, if arbitrarily £ 2) corrections are made in the observed values
of streinse The values of the offset of load obtained, given in Pigse
Se6s Ge7s 808 and G9 are not consistent at cross-sectionse This sugcests
that errors of 22) are not the couse of non-linear observetionss
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in a further attempt to discover the cause of the non-linear strein
Variation seress cross~sections, specimen A was again tested in theepectal tensile testing machines and the strain readings were recorded
using a galvanometer which was fou times as sensitive as the one used
in previous tests But the strain readings obtained, given in table 49
again gave e non~lineer Strain variation serosa cross=seetionss The
Fesults can be made to vary linearly, as shown in Pigs &10(¢)» if
arbitrarily £2% corrections are made in the observed values of strains
Buty the values of the effect of the load obtained, given in Fige 8610(c)
are not consistent at cross-sections. This suggests that errors of 227
are net the cause of non-linear observationse
In order te recheck, whether the Sticking of the Tinsley resistance-
Gauges, was the couse of non-linger strain variations resistancegauges
at the central section of the specimens ives cross-section Now (i4)>
whieh gave o large degree of non-linearity, were now replaced by British
Thermostat gaugese The specimen was kept in the machines while the
resistance~gauges were replaced, and this time the resistence-gauges were
not attached to the specimen by the writers The position of Tinsley
Gauges where British Thermostat gauges hed to be attached, wore marke: on
the specimen end an attempt was made to attach the new gougess exactly
at the same positions, se that the results can be compared
The strain readings obtained from British Thermostat gaugess were of
the seme neture os thet chtstned previously from tests with Tinsley gaugese
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Also the results now obtained from the other Tinsley gauges given intable +20, are the seme as tinse obtained previouslys THe individual
results obteined from the British Thomestat gauges are not excotly the
Same as those obtained from the Tinsley gauges, as seen from table Sellswhich were previously attached in these positions. This might have been
due to effective clements of the British Thermostat gouges not being
attached exactly in the same positions as the Tinsley gauges were
previously attached. This egain confirms the fact that mild steel used,
Was not homogeneous across cross-sections, as it is normally assumed to
bes because a little change in the position of the gauges seems to affect
the readings.
Finally, all eighteen active resistance=gauges on the specimen were
connected in series end the voltage supply to the circuit was slowly
raised, in order to sce which of any gauges, burnt out before the other and
90 iniieate e difference in the adhesion to the specimens The voltage
supply to the circuit was slowly reised to 260 volts, the current through
the gauges is then about 125 mi» but no gauge burnt cute All remained
electrically continuouss This high current carried suggests that the
Gauges were properly stuck to the specimen and the non-linearity wos net
due to improper sticking.
The non-linear strain variations across transverse cross-sections of co
similar nature wore found by Bathe end Samawai (Ref'e1) in their joint test,
but not investigated. They foun that the strain was ea maximum at the
centre and a mininun near the edges of each side, the difference between
the maximum ani the mininuz being 12% ‘The ratio of the strains on the
two faces of the plate was 1622 (Ase ebout 22% variction)>
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The experimental results obtained on plain rectanguler mild steel
specimens, gave non-linear strain variations across transverse
crose~sectionse This was not associated with the presence of bendings
because considerable movement of the crossed knife~edges, through which
specimens were loaded in the special tensile testing machine, produced
changes which were not of the order of the anomalies, although the
changes were in the sense expected» Also the specimens were
sensibly straights
The gauges gave consistent reedings during loading and subsequent
unloading and Huggenberger extensometers, which were used to check strain
readings» gave results of the orier expected from resistance=gaugese
The non-linear etrein variations were then probably not due to defective
resiatance-gauges being used in the tests, or due to variation in the
Strain sensitivity factors of the gaugese
The nom-lineer strain veriation was also not due to the shape
and size of the specimens tested or the type of machine used to load the
specimens, All tests showed this features
Most of the specimens tested were snnesled before tests were made
on them, and therefore, initiel local strains in the material seem
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unlikely to be the cause of the non-linear strain voriatione Sone of
the specimens were stretched by about 5% of their lengths in an atteapt
to get Luiler bends spreai over the whole length of the specimens, but
still, the strain readings obtained, were non-linear across the
eross~seotionse
Rectangular mild steel specimen E, with a circular hole, symmetrically
placed at the centre, also gave asymmetrical strain variation across
erose~sectionse These were quite marked at the hole
Rectangular mild steel specimen ¥, containing two circuler holes,
also gave asymmetricel strain variations, but asymuetry was not as marked
as in specimen Es
Photoelestic, resistance-gauge and Huggenberger extensometer
observations on rectangular araldite specimens with one and two circular
holes, synmetrically placed at the centre, tested in tension, were
sensibly symmetrical across transverse cross-sections
The linear variation of strain over the transverse sections of the
areldite specimens and the non-linear strain variation for the mila
steel specimens, scems from the preceding observations most likely to
be due to oven normalised mild steel being a more locally heterogeneous
material than it is usually considered to bee Thie should be borne in
mind in any detail investigation of strains on mild steel specimense
o2s RESULTS
The average stress concentration obtained with mila steel specimen E,
whieh had a circuler hole, symmetrically placed at the centre, egrees
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epproximately with the theoretical analysis of Howlande But the
individual results differed from the average by up to about 459% ana
indicates that the non-linearity of about 15% observed in the tests on
plein specimens is here accentuated some three or four timese The
stress-concentration values obtained by photoelastic technique, on an
eraldite specimen with a circuler holes on the other hand agreed with
Howland'’s theory»
The stress~concentration obtained in mild steel specimen Fy with
two ciroular holes, did not agree with the corresponding theoretical
analysis of Howland for a plate of infinite dimensions, and may have a
bearing on the scatter often founl in fatigue and impact tests in which
failures start from local areas of relatively high concentration of strains
But the results obtained indicate a reduction in the maximum stress-
eongentration of about 6", compared with thet obtained on mild steel
specimen with a circuler holes
The mexinun stress-conemtration valuess ebtained near the edges of
the holes, in araldite specimens with two ciroular holes, were some 20°
less then those obtained with araldite specimen having only one holes
The results suggests thet in the design of tension joints it may be
possible to so space tie holes as t reduce atress-concentrationse
The results obtained on mild steel specimen F with two circular
holes, tested in axial tension, indicate that the strain readings in the
elastic-range were higher at points near the edge of the specimen, at
eross~sections perpendiculor to the applied tensile stress and passing
ille
between the holes, than those at points near the edge of the specimen
at eross-section perpendicular to the applied tensile stress and
passing through the centre of the holes. But the plastic residual
straing built up during repeated loading into the plasticerenge on the
contrary rose to larger values at points near the edge of the specimens
at cross-seetions passing through the contre of the holes, than that at
points near the edge of the specimen at the cross-section pessing
between the holese This wey because the plestie sones, which first
develop at points noar the odge af the holes, markedly affect the
results at points st the edge of the speciaen at eroce~seotions passing
through the centre of the holes while tho results at points near the
edge of the specimen, at the cross-section between the holes are not
80 affected ani thus result in lower residual plastic strains remaining
at these points.
 A schematic cirouit diagram of the wheatstone bridge when used
with a galvanometer and e multiway apex unit is shown in Fige 1(a)-
The apex unit aveileble had 2) channels which can be brought into service
seperately by using e 2, point selector switchs Helical potentioncters
having 10 turns and 2ohms resistance were used in this unite With
these potentiometers it was possible to balance the bridge very accurately
and without difficulty
The selector switch used had the following characteristics:-
(a) Snap action for changing from one position to the other.
(bd) ‘The contact resistence was nearly constant and had an
average value of one milli ohne
(c) The maximum thersal enefs generated when the switch
has been operated several times is less than 1 y ve
(a) The installation resistence between any two adjacent
studs end between any studs and the collection ring is
not less eon 5,000 mege ohmse
The fixed arms resistances were supplied by electrical resistance
strain-geuges which are attached to metallic piecese The selector switch
and fixed arm resistanceswere put in « box, in order to reduce the effect
1i3e
of any temperature changes in the surroundingse
In the case when 52 active resistance-gauges were used, another
box having 6 channels end 2 seperate boxess @ach having one channels
were connected to 2s-channel box, by using a switch in the ciroult, 90
that only one galvanometer was necessarye The circuit details are
given in Fige 1(e) and the apparatus is shown in Fig 1(b)+
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A gauges employing lever magnification, has been developed by
Huggenbergere The principle of the operation is shown diagremmetrically
in Fige 2s
The sensitivity of each gauge depends on the magnifieation due to
the length of leverss The gauges used hed a gauge length of 3" end a
magnification of the order of 1900+ The seale could be read to about a
tenth of a scale division, which corresponds to a strain of 10 x 10°° or
a stress of about 300 reseie in stecls
Only a small force is required to actuate the gauges so that the
method of attachment needs only sufficient presse to hold it in
positions A variety of equipment is available to mount the gauge but
generally a simple clamping arrangement, as shown in Figs 3(a) end (b) is a2:
that is needede
The main advantages of this gauge are thet it islight and cen
easily be attached to a test plecee But during the tests, it was found
that there wes « little "backlash' during losding and subsequent unloading,
which cen lead to quite misleading results. But repeated loading
reduced the ‘backlash’ to negligible proportions and suggests that it is
due to the knifewedges bedding into the specimens
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’ This is in principle a vibrating wire strain-gauge and is useful
for long term tests on structures, because of its inherent stabilitye
The gauge consists of a stretched steel wire, held at its two ends to
the mesber unier test and made to vibrate et ite natural frequencye If
the member suffers a change in strain, the wire undergoes « change in its
tension and consequently its frequency changes
The law connecting frequency and strain is of the form
n® = constant x o/L*
om eer
@ = strain
and L «= the free length of the wires
The ‘Meihak* gauge is available with gauge lengths varying from
20 mms to 100 mms and those wed in the tests mentioned in Chapter 4,
were of type “DS 15, having a gauge length of 20 mms
With the measuring equipment avilable, these gauges are theoretically
capable of detecting a strain of 1 x 10° (50 pesede in stecl),» But it
was found rather difficult to record such a smell anount of strain, because
even the teaperntuwre veriation and the error thet can easily be made in
recording the frequency chenges can give readings which correspond to s
strain of about 5 x 107°,
The frequency change thet can be measured with these gauges is about
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900 aycles/sec (ives from f = 900 to 1800 cyoles/sec) which corresponds
to a strain of about 6000 x10. the range of strain that ean be
measured varies from about 100 x 10° to 6000 x 10, with an accuracy
of 2 5%
In order to eliminate errors resulting from an operator synchronising
the frequencies inaccurately by audible means, an electrical means of
comperison has been usei similar to that developed by the staff of the
Building Research Station (ref,43)+ The vibrations of the gauge and a
signal fron o buiht-in oscillator af varisble frequency are transmitted
electrically to a cathode tube, esch vibration producing a linear traces
The individual traces «re perpendicular to each other, end consequently
when the two vibretions have the seme frequency, the figures produced by
combining the signals is a circle, or an ellipse if the two amplituies
are differente Initieliy the two vibrations are synchronised, and when
strain is applied, & calibrated diel is turned until the vibretions are
egain synchronisede The diel reading is converted into ea change of
frequency, ond the value of strain obtained» This systes suffers from
the disadvantage that only static strains can be measureds
The advantages of this gauge are thet it is robust and highly
sensitive, with a useful working renge both in tension end compressions
It is stable and can be ued for long term measurementse
The disadvantage of this gauge is that euxiliery apparatus of
special design is requirede
The calibration of the ‘Meihak' gauges ani the oscillator set
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:already available in the departmente
;
2 Wesused ts
 Maihak-gauges were atteched to the specimen under tests as
indicated in Fige he Two rectangular mild steel plates A were comectod
to each other by means of 1/)," diameter threaded bars Be The Maihak gauges
were tightened against the specimen by adjusting one of the serewed rods C+
The other was just kept ageinst the other Meihak gauges
In this way, it is possible to apply a suiteble pressure to both
NeLhak~gaugess until sotisfactory response was achieved in oscillator
set and frequency at constant strain was steady» This arrangement was
found to be essay to use in pure bending testy but it can also be used
in tension and compression tests.
(8)
  
A proper cnoiee of the material, to be used in the photoelastic
investigations, is very essential, because the results depend on
the workability of the mterial.» Some of the essential points to
be borne in mini while selecting the material, are as follows :-
(a) MACHINEAEILITY + ‘he material should be such that it can
be machined by means of ordinary workshop
tools, without producing a let of machining
stresse
(b)
(e)
(a)
(e)
(f)
(e)
 
SENSITIVITY - The materials should have high fringe
orders for stresses well within the elestic limit and in
feirly thin models, so that (p-q) can be determined at ecch
point with setisfactory accuracy by the mere counting
process without resort to special instruments such as
should not depend on smell change in times but on the
load and the nodele thder constant leeds there exists
an optical oresp which manifests itself in small,
eentinuous inereeses in the fringe order as time goes
on even though the loads are cnstante
PREEDOM FROM INITIAL STRESSES
Isornory
LINEAR STRESS STRAIN AND LINEAR STRESS FRINGE RELATIONS
PROPER HARDNESS
Some of the materials used for the photoelastic investigation
by various investigators are (i) Colluloid (44) Bakelite (441) Marblette
(iv) Xyloite (v) Trolon (vi) Araldite, as well as glass and
gelatine
Araldite Dp, is vory suitable for photoelastic investigatious, as
it provides, very neorly, all the requisites of a good photoelastic
naterial, ana it wes therefore, selected for the present tests The
material used for ensting the specimens was “Araldite MY753 and
hardner HY¥951 (manufacturers references Nos)» Araldite MY753 is in
liquid form of mediun viscosity.
 Moulds, for casting the oraldite specimens, can be made, either
of metal or perspexe In ‘the ease under review, perspex wes selected
for uaking the moulds, because it is Gasy to cut to a required shapes
While making the moulds, the main consideration wes to arrive at a
designs so that the machining of the cast specimens could be avoidede
Two main rectangular plates 4" x 2," x 5/8", two rectangular strips
1" x 2" x Vi", and a small rectangular piece 1" x 2" x 1/4" were made
of perspexe Two cireuler dises, 7/8" in dianeter and 1/4" thick were
alse made of perspex to be used for casting specimens with circular holese
The two main rectangular plates were put on top of each other end
in between then,were pleeed the two rectenguler strips, small reetengulear
piece end the circular dises (one or two depending on the nusber of holes
to be provided in the east specimens), as show in Fig 6, leaving a space
of # in between the rectangular Stripss They all were fastened together
by mens of clamps» as shown in Figs 6, which were attached to the stends«
The mould was held in positions such thet the end with reetangular pieces
2° x 2° x 1/4" was at the bottom and thet, the open end was et the top,
as shown in Fige 6+
A hole just unier 1/," in diameter was drilled in the rectengular
piece 1° x 2" x 1/i," ond through which passed a metel tubes The rubber tube
whieh wes connected to the funnel, was in turn connected to the metal
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tube, as shown in Figs Ge
Plasticine wes used on the outer surface of the mould, as shown in
Figs 6 to stop the leakage of the araldite mixture, through the spertures
an between the min lates end the stripss It was found to be most
suitable, because Bostik sealing Strip dissolved in the araldite nixture
and turned it to white colour, which wes then of no use as a photoelastic
materiale
The inside of the mould was lubricated with Silicone Releasal, in
order to mvoid the mould sticking to the cast specimense
 
dvaldite MY 755 end herdner HY 951, were mixed together at room
temperature, in the retio of 100 parts by weight of araldite and & to 10
parts by weight of hardners The ingredicnts were mixed togethers by
moens of a variable speed mixer, the speed of whieh can be so adjusted,
as to avoid the formation of the air voids in the mixtures It usually
takes 30 to 45 minutes for proper mixing of the two ingredientse If they
ere thoroughly aixed, the final mixture would be of shining colours It
is very essenticl that the two ingrediats should be properly mixed,
otherwise the finel cast will not set properly.
The final mixture was poured in the funnels which was comnected to
a rubber tubes as shown in Fige 6 and which in turn was connected to a
metal tube, eat the bottom of the moulde The araldite sixture was povred
inte the mould from the botton, in an endeavour to avoid the air=volds,
getting into the final osste If air was trapped in the mixture,the air
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bubbles could go up with the mixture, ond out of the casting which would
not have been possible, had the mixture been poured from the top.
When the araldite mixture reached the required height in the mould,
rubber tube was cut at the bottom and tightened by means of a smell clomp,
which was left in thet position, until the fine cast was properly sete
This usually takes about 2 houree
4valdite specimens with one or two holes were casted in this woy
without drilling them and with no air voids presente The specimen with
one hole» had to be made of the shape, shown in Figs li, at the ends, se
that it could be tested in the special tensile testing machines Als
specimensy such as that based on B+S+ 15 specifications end one used for
caloulating the material end model fringe values, were machined to nal
then of the required shapes Buty special care was teken to avoid
machining stresses being developed in the specimense The specimens were
machined slowly and whenever they beceme too warm, machining was stepped
until the specimen again became cold In this way the development of
machining stresses in the specimens could be avcideds Gutting tools
should be correctly ground and feather edges renoved, otherwise the
workpiece will tend to chatter or chips The cutting speed was
mainteined medium to high ond the feed was lowe
i2ye
 
The set up of the bench used in the present photoelastic
investigations was that siom in Fige 7+ This was availeblee It
Wes made Oflight angle sectionss At the centre of the frame, run two
rods, as shown in Fige 73 to which the various optical components are
attached and ean slide on the rodse ‘The bench is made af two parts and
in between them is the loading frames
(%)
 
The frame used for leading the specimens is that shown in Fige Se
The load was applied vie pins which passed through the specimen and the
loading-frem®, as shown in Pige 8+ In this ways it was possible to load
the specimen, sensibly in axial tensione The position of the specimen
@an be adjusted by means of handles A end By so that it can be brought
on the axis of the light and a clear picture of the fringes can be
obteinede
The specimens were place’ at the positions, shown in Pige 8 in the
tests reported here laters and were attached at points ¢ ami RB by means
of pinss woich were 15" from the fixed end Pe The bar carrying the
load pan P,) was fixed at point Py which was 45" from the centre line
of load pen Pe
A lead of l-lb in the pan would then produce a load of
45/13 = 3ei6-lbe on the specimens
  
The dimensions of the specimen, used for calculating the model and
materiel fringe values of the araldite used in the present photoclastic
investigations: are those recommenied by Frocht (reference ly» page 160)»
and shown in Fige 9(c)e The specimam was 1/)" thicks
The specimen was subjected to gradually inereasing leads in tension
using the loading frame, which was placed in the poleriscope at the
positions, shown in Fige 7+ The formation of the fringes wore studied
for each inerement of one pound lead in the load pan Py (3e46=bls on
the specimen)» The fringe~patterns obtained for each increment of
5eh6-lbe load on the specimens were drawn by hande Those for
fringe oniers up to three ere shown in Fige 9»
At a loed of 17+5-1b on the specimen, the entire length ani
width of the specimen was covered with a black fringe and that wes
the 1st order fringe (reference 14. page 137)+ Theny at a load of
about 2ie2-lbs, the entire length end width of the specimens on the
contrary, becane wiites This wes 165 order fringes Om further
subjecting the specimen to 6 load of 3ke6-1bse» the entire longth
and width of the specimen was again covered with a black-fringe and
thet was o 2nd» order fringes In this way, the fringe onler
values wore obteinede
A change of fringe order of unity was thus seen to be caused
by a load of 17+3-1b on the specing ieee a principal stress difference
Of 1703 x 16 = 277 pesels
The model and material fringe values F ani f, are therefore
equdvalont to 1/2 x 277 = 13805 peseie and 1/h (13805) = 3406 pesede
respectively.
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An evaldite specimen, shown in Figs 10 of the dimensions specified
in BeSe15 for tensile tests was tested in tension, to caleulote the values
of modulus of elasticity ona Poisson's ratio. It was made from the same
batch of areldite, that was used in the photoelestic investigations,
reported here laters
Two resistance-gaugesy one at right engles t the other, as shown in
Pige 10 were attached on both sides of the specimen, such thet resistance-
Gauge Nod 1 and 5» 2 end 4 were directly on opposite sides of each other.
Resistence-geuge No» 1 and 3 measured the longituiinal strein ond those
Nos 2 and 4» the lateral strains
The procedure adopted for ‘Tlting and protecting the resistance~gauges
from moistures was thot edetedlea in peragraphs 4el. except thats care was
taken not to keep the specizen in the stream of het air for a long time.
The resistancegauges were checked for drift, iee+ changing sero
position at no loads but no appreciable drift was recorded even after
3 hours.
The results cbtained from the resistance-geuges, wien the specimen
was tested in a 100 ton Buckton universal testing machine (used in its
20 ton range) ani a 605 ton Punisons are given in Table 4» colunns 2 and 3,
respectivelys The results obtained from tests in both machines, gave
loops during loading and subsequent unlosding, but the straight Line portion
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of the curves,cs shown in Figs 11 (a) ana (b) respectively for gauges
| Noe 74 and 2,were taken to give the strain values tabulatede
 
Lead applied to the specimen = 0-07 ton
Avea of the specimen = 1/2 x 1/4 square inch
Stress is therefore, equivalent to 0e07 x 2240 x 1/8
= 1255 peseie
A resistence of 135e5K chm across a gauge (resistance 100 ohm)
gave s galvanometer deflection of 1+, ome There was a 2 volt battery
supply to the bridges The firm's sensitivity factor for these gauges
attached to B+Se 15 specimens was 2025+ It follows that the strein
equivalent of a resistance of 15565K ohm across 100 ohm gave a galvanometer
deflection of lek cme
1 ems, deflection on the galvenometer is therefore, equivalent to
100/135500x2025x]04
© 235210"
The values of the longitudinal and lateral strains obtained from
the average values of resistance-gauges Nos 2 and 3, 2 and & ieee 15 emo
and 5068 ome» respectively, from tests in a 100 ten Buckton Universal
testing machines are equivalent to 352 x 10% and 1304 x 10%,
vespectively. The values of the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's
ratio are therefore, equivalent to 1255/35,20107 = Oc35h x 10° and
=i,
a Oe 1%atlie:e 38, respectively
Similarly, the values of the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio,
obteined from tests in a 6+5 ton Denison machine are equivalent to
0055 x 10° and 0640 respectively
The average values of the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio
(from tests in Buckton ani Denison Machines), are therefore equivalent to
0035 x 10° and 0039 respectivelye
The dimensions of the specimen G, given in Pige 12(c)» were based
on BeSe 15 specificationse It was meade from the same batch of araldites
that wes used in the previous teats, for caloulating the model and material
fringe values end modulus of elasticity. |
The specimen was subjected to gradually increasing loads in tension
using the loading frames placed in the polarisvopes shown im Fige 7+ The
formation of the fringes were studied for each increment of one pound of
load in the load pen Py, shown in Pigs 8, ieee a load of 3046 lb on the
specimens The specimen was subjected to a maximus load of 351 x 5046 lbe»s
and the fringe-patterns obtained at verious loads were drawn by hande
These are given in Fige 12(a), (b)» (e)» (4) and (e) for Oy J8-lbes55e5-lbe»
72e5~ldse, and 107-1be load on the specimens At a load of 38-lbe on the
specimen, the entire length and width of the specimen wes covered with a
black fringes as shown in Pige 12(8) and thet was the lst order fringes At
8 load of 55e5~lbs the entire length and width of the specimens on the
contrary became white and thet was 1.5 orier fringes On further loading
1We
to 7205 Ube» when the load becane sufficient enough to produce retardation
of two wave lengths, again black fringe covered the entire length ond
width of the specimen and thet wes Qnde order fringes Pigs 13 shows
the photographs of the fringe pattern, obtained at gero and 125~lbe load
on the specimen which corresponds to a fringe order value of 0 and 305»
teeRAE Wi eee iiaW predic tne thks ‘eae tines
is about 36-lbe oquivalent to « principle stress difference of 208 peseie
The fringe patterns:btainedindicate synuctrical strain variation
across cross-section and were linear with the loads
 
Specimen f was a rectangular araldite plate 2” x 18° x 1/4°
eonteining « circular hole 7/3°" diancter holes symuctrivally placed at
the centres It was made from the sane betch of araldite that was used
in the previous testes It was tested in tension, first by photoelastic
technique and then in the special tensile testing machines using
resistance~gaugess which were attached at positions, shown in Pige lye
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The specimen was subjectel] to greduelly increasing loads in tension
using the losding-freme; detailed in peragraph 9¢ The formation of the
fringes were stulied for each inoremont of 346 Ibe load on the
epecimene ‘he fringe order values were calculated by comting the
number of fringes, passing through a perticular point during the
application of the loads (The position of on isotropic point was not
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known)+ The fringe patterns obtained at various loads were drawn by
hande These are given in Pige 15 (a)» (b)s (c)» (4) and (e) for sero
L7eZlbes SieGlbes 52lbes ond 260-lbe load on the specimen, respectively
A photograph of the fringe-pattern obtained at 260-lbe loed is shown in
Pige 16.
It was not possible to get » clear picture of isoclinic lines
fron the areldite specimon,that obtained is shown in Fige 17 for 0°
iscelinios, « perspex specinen of the dimensions similart to those of the
araldite specimen, was made and tested in tensione The perspex specimen
gave a clear picture of isoclinic lines, as shown in Pige 18(a) and (b)
for O° and 85° insoclinicsrespectively, at 260-1b- lead on the specimens
The positions of the cupic points lly cen easily be determined from 0°
isoclinic lines cbteined from the perspex specimens The separate values
of the vertical and horizontal stresses p and q,are determined with the
help of the cupic points i» as explained in paragraphs 15 to 10.
15.
 
First, plot the (p-q) curve, shown in Fige 19 which is obtained
‘from the photoelastic stress pattern, shown in Fige 16+ The position of
eupic points Mis taken from the sero degree isoclinic lines, shown in
Figure 18(a)-
Next, oalewiate and ley off the average stress 6a in the fringes,
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on @ line perpendicular to the line OA, which in the case unier
considerstion is represented by segment AA’ or 00" and equals to
5o34 fringese
This stress 8a is computed from the eqmtion
Sas P/24F where Py A and F denote the applied lead,
the net area of the section of symmetry, ond the shear fringe value of
the model, respectively.
Now draw tangents to (p-q) curve st points B end D which are
designated by (Tpq)b ond (2pq)y respectivelye Point D is directly over
the cuple~point “, Fig 19- ‘Then calculate the slopes of the q curve at
O and is given by
tan (6q), owe, = "ey,
We note that tan (fq), is in fringes per arbitrary unit lengths
Thus, if OA is taken as one unit then
| r, = 2/at = —00h,37/00563
= 0775 unit of Ode
Noting that the fringe order n, is 865, we obtein for
ten (6a), = 6e5/0s775 = 14 fringes per unit length
of OA
At point A, the redius of curvature is infinites and therefore
tan (6q), = 0
Further sinee the boundary et 0 is convex, it follows from article 7+}
(reference li,» p+28) that dg at 0 has the same sign as p oni that it
remains of the same sign throughout the section OA, ieee the tensions The
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@ curve, Pige 19, therefore lies above X-axis end p curves that is the
curve of the normal stress, is everywhere above (p~q) cuve except at
points 5 and G where the two curves meets For obviously, p = (pq) + 4
and if q is positives p is greater than (p~q)»
We next determine the direction of the tangent to the p curve at B
isos (Tp),* In this, we follow the procedure reported by Frocht (refelis
pe223)+ ‘Through point B, then draw « line (Tp), parallel to (Tpq), which
denotes the tangent drawn to the (p-q) curve at Dy Fige 19s
The tangent (Tpq), is parallel t (Tp),» The angle between (Tp),
end (Tp), drawn from B is denoted by f+ The bisector of this angle
locates point E and the segment ED is the first approximation to the
maximum velue of ge
Since point A is also a cupic point, the p and (p-q) curves have a
common tangent et Ce Now draw a smooth curve Bl"C as shown in Pige 19+»
which is the first approximation to the required p curvee Measure the
area under this curve, using a planimeter oni compare it with thet under
AA‘OO* curve, iece the average stress curves The two areas show a
considerable difference, the approximate p curve is adjusted until
equilibrium is satisfied» In this case three attempts had to be made to
arrive at a result which is within 5° (lees area unier p curve is only
50 higher than thet unier the average stress curve AA'OO').« After
determining p curves q curve can now be determined, because the values of
q stresses at points 0) ™ end A are known, being sero, maximum (ieee
equivalent to ED) and sero, respectively The p and ( curves thus obteined
are shown in Pigs 19- The method of drawing p curve is only approximates
the
but the results obtained are sensibly accurates
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In order to determine the principal stresses p and qs along the axis
of symuetry OA parallel to the applied tensile stress, show in Pigs 205
first draw (p-q) curve obtained from the fringe-patterny shown in Figelée
The boundery stresses at 0 ond A and the slopes of the stress curves
at these points are known. Thus at 0, the vertical stress p vanishes and
the horisontel stress q is compressives The magnitule of stress q at 0 is
given by OB’ of the (pq) curve, since here the value of p is seros
Similerly at point A, where pure tension begins, horizontal stress ¢
vanishes end vertical stress p is given by
p = P/2aF = 260/2 x 2 x 1/h x 13805
= 1085 fringese
The slope of p curve at 0 is calculated by (refe lis pe 59)
épas 2° ma, = 2e8/r
The slopes of the p curve ami q curve at A» are evidently both sero,
since the stress trajectory through A are straight.lines» The slope of
q curve at BY, B Fige 20 is found from the reletion
a= Pp (pq)
8q/8, = 07/08, - 2(p-q)/2S, or tan (Bq)b' = tan (Bp), - tan (Poa)d
The angles (4),,12 (Sp), and (6pq), are measured from the line Ode
The graphical construction used for determining the tangent to q eurve
at BY is as foliows +
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Firsts the position of point Gs which 4s at» distance r» the
radiusef the circle from point 0 is marked on the Line Ode Then drewFectangles OBCIC and OBC26+ Join the Lincs OC ami BC» which give the
Sengen® to Pp curve at points © ond B denoted by (tp), and (2p),s
respectively. Next, draw the tangent to the (p-q) curve at B denoted
by ("alge «The distance KeRS, shown in Figs 20, between the tangents
(Tpq), ond (p),» determine the tangent to ¢ curve at point BY. The
curve of q stresses, which Startsas a compression ot point B’, Fige 20
change into a tension at some point between BY and As The final curve
is determinedby adjusting the tensile erea resting on PAs t& equal to
the compressive area 03'F. After two or three trisls, the two areas can
be made equal and the final curve thus determined represent q curves
From the values of q stresses thus determined the p stresses can easily
' be calculated. The final curves of p and q stresses are shown in Fige
200
 
The vertical and horizontal stresses p and qe respectively, around
the edge of the hole» are determined as foliows +
First draw the (pq) curve, as shom in Figs 21 obtained from the
fringe~pattern of Fige 16¢ It is evident fron Pige Zl» that the value
of (pq) curve is 8e§,20ro and 208 fringe orders at points Ay B and C
respectively
The hole is free from the initiel stresses and therefore only one
of the principal stresses, either p or q exist at a times, sround the
eage of the hole. We know tint the value of q stress is sero at point
_ A and therefore (p-q) curve gives the value of p stress at this pointe
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The p curve follows the (p-q) owrve from point A to point By where its
value is seros From point B to point ¢ there are only q stresses, as
shown in Fig 21, while p stress is seros There are four points, such as
point B eround the eige of the hole where the values of both, the p and
q stresses are seroe
 
The stresses slong the edge of the specimen, parallel to the applied
‘tensile stress, are determined as follows +
Wo know thet the values of q stresses at the edge of the specimen are
sero ani therefore (p-q) curve gives the value of the vertical stresses pe
The curves shown in Figs 220s is the curve of p stresses along the edge ofthe specimen from the centre of the hole to point A where the pure tension
beginse It is cbteined by plotting (p-q) curve in terms of fringe~order
velues;, those touching the edge of the specimen, as we move from the centre
of the hole to point A.
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Fringe-omier value at the edge ofthe holes ieee at points E41 = 8e5er value at points K2 = 105cveange stress value in terms of
see = ie© EIT138.5 = 408
Stress-concentretion factors at points Ki and K2 are therefore,
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equivalent to 865/1+88 = 4.5 ond 1e5/1088 = 008, respectively.
 
The theoretical values of stressconcentration, at points K1 end K2,
obtained, as shown in Pigs 5e12,from Howlend's anslysiss for the cese uer
review are 4 and 0+85 times the average stress, respectively (isos the
theoretical value at points K4 is about 12° lower than that ebtained from
photoelastic results, while that at points K2 is about equal).
The theoretice] values obtained from Howland's analysis, along the
axisof symmetry Of, parallel to the applied tensile stresss shown in
Figure 5016+, are in agreement with those of photoelastic results, shown
in Fige 20. For exemple at point K3, Pige 20) which is at a distance of
2r from point 0, the theoretical Value of p stress is O45 times the
average stress, while that obtained from caemmiennies results is 0048
times the average stress (ices 6higher then the theoretical value)
The theoretical values of stress-concentration arouni the eige of
the hole, shown in Pigs 5+15,als0 agree with those of the experimental
valuess For axauple at point C, the thooretieal velue of stress=
concentration is 15 times the average stress,while that obtained from
experimental results, shown in Pige 2le» is 1049 the average stresse
Point By where both the vertical and horizontal stresses p and gq are
eroslie between 50° and 60° Pigs 2ly both in case of theoretical ani
experimental curvess :
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The average value of stress concentration factors obteineds in
ease Of mild stecl plate I, tested in the special tensile testing machines
at points Kqt and K2", shown in Fige 5e1(a), dees the centre of the
resistancesgaugess are 2625 ani 1le23e The photoclastic results at
these points, obtained from Pigs 19, are 5+25/1+88 = 275 end
2025/1088 = 102 (isce the photoelastic result at points Ki", is about
227 higher than that of steel specimen).
The above results indicate that the photoelastic results are
different from those obtained on mild steel specimen E, but agree
fairly well with the theoretical results, obtained from Howlend's
analysis (refs 18)
220
Ten Avro 100 0 resistance-gauges with a gauge sensitivity factor of
2025, given by manufacturers, wore now attached to the araldite specimen,
whieh had alrendy been tested by photoelastic-technique, at positions
shown in Pige lye The resistance-gauges, which were attached at the
hole, were cut from the sides, in orier to provide space between the
resistance-gauges, to be used by Huggenberger extensometers« This
operation does not affect the workability of the resistance-gauges, os
was proved by an experiment, done by the writer and described in
appendix Ce The Huggenberger extensometers were used to act as a
check to the resistance-gauges readingse
The procedure adopted for cutting the resistance gauges: was a8
3390
follows +
The resistence-gauge was placed on « perspex plate with e light
source at the bottom, as show in Fige 23(a), so that the wires of the
resiatance gauge could be seene The resistance-gauge was then slightly
pressed against the perspex plate with en iron role ami cut from the
sides, using « sharp kuifes Care wns taken thet tho wires of the
resistance-geuge were not affectede
The procedure adopted for fixing and protecting the resistance=gauges
from moisture was that detailed in paragraphs 403 and jee The
resistance-gnuges were checked for drift before starting the tests, but
no drift was recorded even after 2 hourse
| Resistenee-gauges Noe 5 and 10 at cross-section Nos (4) were at e
distance of about two times the width of the specimen and those at
erose~section Noe (41) were sbout jo5 times the width of the specinen
from the end of the jews of the special tensile testing machines The
Ste Vonsnt’s thoory might then be expected to apply et these cross-sectionse
The results obtained from tho rosistance-gauges, sien the specimen
ae Goebel An.auhed Senaken An. tho pects’: tensile. tenting machine ae
given in table 2+ The strain-reodings obtained,geve loops during loading
ami subsequent unloading, a9 shown in Fige 23(b),for gauge Noe 5 and be
but straight Line portion af the curve has been taken to give the strains
tabulated. is) ches dies tec lowes cham in dele to Sens 8 &
5 of table 2and indicate symmetrical strain behaviour of the specimen
at the sections throwh the holes This symaetry was not obtelned with
any of the steel specimens and suggests thet the arsldite was behavirg as
® more homogeneous material «
UD-
The resistanee~gauges results were checked by Huggenberger extensometers
Peadingss which were attached at positions shown in Pige lie The
Strain-readings obteined frou these é8ugess not only confirm the
resistance-geuge results, but also indicate a symmetrical strain
patterns  fluggenberger extensometers gave equal readings, on both
faces of the specimens givon in table 4s F
TABLE &
Noe Ruggenberger| extens of a Strainuggenber
Gross-Section| Position of Huggenberger sition Heme&extensometer! reading
 
 
(44) Between Betweenresistance Lele 1618 resistance Lela 1018eauge Nos 1079
|
gauge No 10°?3a 8 and 9     
the stroin-readings obtained from the average reading of resistance-Gauges Nos 4 and 9, 3 and 6 are 0689 x 10° and 164 x 10°, respectivelys
The comparative picture of the strain readings, obtained from
resistance-gauges and Huggenberger extensoneters:is shown below
le6h x 10°
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The results obtained from tests On araldite specimen with
resistance gauges at the hole and tested in the special tensile testing
machine are not in agreement with those obtained from fringe-pattern end
mil4 steel specimen Ee The comparative results obtained from tests
on mild Steel specimen E end araldite specimen Hy are shown in table 5.
 
 
TABLE Se
AB ESSmCONCENTRATION FacrorsRESULTS OBTAINED PROM a? POINrs xq! A? POINTS K2"le The theoretical anelysis 205 162of Howlande
2» The Pringe-pattern 2675 le2
3¢ The araldite specimentested in special 105 O82tenaile testing machinewith resistante
gauges attached at theholes
he Mild steel apecinen E 2025 123   
The results obtained from tests by photoelastic technique ond that
in the special tensile testing machine, with resistence-gaugesat the hole,
inmiieate a symetricel strain pattern across cross-section perpendicular
te the applied tensile stress and pessing through the centre of the holes
25+  TEST_ONspporn 1
Specimen I shown in Fige 2h, was a rectangular araldite plate
2° x 18" x 1/4") containing two circular holes, each 7/8" in aieneter
end placed at e pitch of 165
U2.
The specinon was subjected to gradually increasing loads in tension,using the loading frame shown in Figs 8¢ The famation of the fringe
were studied, for each incroment ef one pound load in load pen Py dees
meximun load of 260lbe The fringe~patterns obtained at various lesds
were drawn by hands These are given in Pige 25, for Op 3he6~Lbes
Adiw1bes and 260-1b- load on the specimens Fige 26 shows the photograph
of the fringe~pattern, obtained at 260-1bss load on the specimens
The isoclinie lines wore obtained from tests on a perspex specinen,
‘which was of dimensions, similar to that of araldite specimens because
® clear picture of isoclinic lines could not be obtained from the aralditespecimens Figs 27 shows 0° isoclinic-lines at 260 <1bs» load on the
perspex specinene
The position ef euple~point M, was determined from 0°=isoolinic lines.
The values of vertical and horizontal stresses p and q on the exis
of symmetry OA, parallel and perpendicular to the applied tensile stress,
Were Obtained, as shown in Pigse 25 and 29+ in the seme way as that in
ease of specimen He Stresses p and q arounl the edge of the hole, and slong
the edge of the specimen, shown in Figs 30 and 31,were also determined
in the same way as that detailed in paragraphs 17 and 18.
The separate values of stresses p and q, at eress-section 0-0,between
the two holes, were determined as follows +
Pirsts draw the (p-q) curve, as shown in Figs 32(a) from the
de
fringe-pattern of Figs 26. The position of the oupic point # 4sdetermined from the O° isoclinge-lines which subsequently determines
the position of maxinum q stress. The magnitude of p and q stressesSt points 0 are knowns 4+c+ the values of q stress 4s sero at points 0
and therefore the (pc) curve gives the value of p stress at these points.
the slope of the tangents to the p and q curves, at points 0 are alee known
being horisontal, because of the radius of curvature being infinity at
these points. Purther, the values of (p=q) curve is seros as show in
Pige 32(s),from point A to A and therefore the tangents to p end q curves
ere again horizontal at these points.
The grephical construction, used for determining the p curve is the
Seme, as that used for determining the stresses slong the axis of
symmetry OAy perpendicular to the spplied tensile stress and passing
through the contre of holess The p curve is determined by adjusting
the area unier p curve, until it is equivalent to the average stress-curves
After two or three trials, the two areas were within 4)(ieee the area
unier p-curve was only 4° higher than that under the average-stress
curve)e
The Yolue of q max is determined from p curves shown in Figs 32(a)
which is equivalent to ED. The magnitude and slope of the q curve at
points 0 ani 4 are known and also the position of eupie point My where
the value of q stress is meximum, being equivalent to EDe A smooth
curve, as shown in Pige 32(2) was then drawn to give q curves
Line
This is on approximate methoi of drawing p and q curves, but the
results obtained ere sensibly accurate. Pigs 32(b) gives the values
of p and q stresses, betweon the holes along the cross-section parallel
to the opplied tensile stress end passing through the eentre of the holes.
he —GALCULa TEONS
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Fringe order value at the edge of the
holes ises at points K5 2 605
Fringe~order value at point Ki = 15
Average stress value in terms of
fringe order = P/24F = 260/2x2x1/ix13005 = 183
Strese~concentretion factors at points K5 ani Ky, are therefore,
equivalent to 605/188 = 3045 ani 15/1688 = 08,respectively.
 
The theopetical values of stress-concentrations, obtained at points
Ki» K2y Ky and K5, from Howland’s analysis for plates of infinite
dimensions and containing circular holes (refs 20) are OsOh, 160, 2) 009
times the average stress, respectively.
The compérative results obtained from theoretical anclysis, of
Howlend, Araldite specimen I and those obtained on mild steel specimen F;
are given in Table 6.
  
 
RESULTS OBTAINED PROM- KS
enalysis of 200Howland
> =ie 020 166 0.8 50453+ Mila steel coil a oaspecimen PF OoOh2 Le2 1023 2elh,
& Fringe-pattern O20 106 1023 2029
TheoreticalAnalysis of Oo, 1-0 1025Howland
RESEARCH
co
5 oa   
The above results indicate that the theoretical results are not in
agreement with those obtained from the fringe pattern. The results
obtained on mild steel specimen F are about the same as those obtained
from fringe-pattern.
The tests results obtained, indicate « symmetrical strain pattern
eeross cross~sections perpendicular to the applied tensile stress end
passing through the centre of the holes and between the holes,
26+
TESTON
SPECIMEN
J
Specimen J» shown in Figs 33,was a rectangular araldite plate 1675" x
18" x 1/4") containing two cirowler holes, (the diametersef which were
Oo5 times the width of the plate)» The holes were at a piteh of 1.5%
L665
The specimen was tested in tensions as in the previous tests on
specimen Ie The fringe-pattern obtained at various loads were drawn by
hends These are shown in Pige 3) for 0, SheG~lbs 12i-lbes and 260-1b-
load on the specimeneFige 35 shows the photograph of the fringe~pattern
obtained at a load ef 260-lbe on the spocinens
The iseclinic lines, shown in Fige 36 were obtained from tests on
& perspex Specimen of dimensions similar te those of araldite specimene
The graphical constructions, shayn in Wigse 37s 382 39s 40, 41, and
42,were made in the same way as that in case of specimen Ie Pige 41
indicates a smell axzount of compression at point Ke
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Fringe order value at the edge of the
holes ises at points K5 = 75
Pringe order value at point Kh « es
Average stre in terusSuaapeplar« P/2a? = itayente*Fsad/und3005 « 2015
Stress-concentration factors, at points K5
and Kh, are therefore, equivalent to05/2015 © 305 and 15/2015 = O07,respectivelys
The tests results obtained, indleate a symmetrical strain pattern
across cross-sections perpendicular t the applied tensile stress and
passing through the centre of the holes and between the holes.
U7»
 
The gauge~sensitivity factor Values of the resistence gauges can be
ealoulated as follows +
The gauge-sensitivity factor is the ratio between the change of gauge
resistence to the strain causing the chenges ices
Pe 48/2 x 1/strain
(4) The strain values for various losds applied to the specinen in
bending een be caloulated from diel-gauge readingse
The portion of the beam between the dial-gauge supports benis inte
an are of « circle when it is subjected to a four point loading systems
From Pige 43 in which 2 is the radius of the curvature of the bean to
the neutral axis and 8 the measured deflections(R= a/2)® = (ne a/2~8)® + (1/2)
= (R- 4/2)? +87 ~ a(n -a/2)n + oh
wa, = 28 - 48 +8" where 8 is omell and a is
smell compared with Re
This gives
Rm -s uns PFOooeeesearercesesssecsecvecee(4)
The strain is then 4/2 x 1/8 = yas? on substitution from equation (1).
(44) The value of change of gauge resistance per ohm, ises aB/R
ean be calculated, considering the wheatstone bridge circuit
end knowing the galvanometer resistance ani its deflection
per micro amps
1,80
Suppose thet initially the apex points of the bridge are at sere
potential, ani the battery terminals at a potential /2 and -i/2) Pigs hhe
Now suppose the active gauge is strained and that its resistence
Changes @ stall amount dRe The battery voltage remains constant» but the
potential of the @pdees changes small amounts to values say 8 % @» where
both 626 are smalle The current flowing in the various arus of the
bridge ere now as shown in Fige 4) and by ohm’s law ;
(B/2=8) = 44 (R + an) eeevecesesseves (2)
(8 48/2) = (44 + ag) B seuscserasacene (3)
(3/2 - 0 ) = 43 Rf ececesesceseses (i)
(@ + 8/2) = (4g + 43) re eeeccsecesseess (5)
(8-6 ) «= ige Re srecscvancscees (6)
Subtracting (2) from (3) gives
28 = “igeR = itedR secceccceesecee (7)
Also from (2)
41 = (5/2 - 8)/a(1 + aR) = 8/22 + small termes. (8)
Substitution in (7) gives
MB = - igeR = (8/2) (an/n) ervesesseseeee (9)
Similerly subtraction of (4) from (5) gives
20 = igekt esesceseccceeses (30)
and subtraction of (10) from (9) gives
2 (8-6) = ig (R+ BE) = (8/2) (aR/R) eeoese (12)
 @ 2 igeRg from (6)
ig= “/2. 1/Renteong x aR/R
9the galvanoneter current, thus measures the value of dR/Re The
gelvanometer wed in the tests reparted in chapters hs 5s 6, 7 and 8 had
the following specifications >
Resistance = Sel, ohns
Periodic time = 2 seconds
Deflection permLoro-amps = &5 mts
Gonsiderings gauge Noe 1 (chapter 4» Specimen A)
4/2 = 5/32"
L =
on 8 2 13605/10*inehy for a load of 40=1bs
the strain is then: «= has/12
= xb5605/LGada”
= 118 x10°
The value of change of gauge-resistence per ohm is then
an 2 ig/f (R + BF + 2Rg)
= 2 xxl/10%she5a2 (9864 + 110 + 1965)
where ig = 1/10° x he5 per om
= 22802/10° x 405 per ome deflection of
galvenometers
aB/n (for load of 40-1b) = 46ar22862/10°x5
It is however, better to apply a known resistance across the gauge and
recom the gelvanometer deflections Hence celculate equivalent resistance
change of strains
The gsuge sensitivity factor valw is therefore,equivalent to
an/k x 1/ strain
= heGah228.2 x idy 18 % hed x 10185
a 10975
The gauge-faster values of the resistance gouges are given in table 4+2.
chapter 4s
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The strain-velues from Meihak-gauge readings can be calculated
os follows :-
We know that
Strain = K x (change in £*/1000)
where K = Gawe fector value of Yeihak-
gauge (which hed olrendy been ealwiated
in the Department and are 3a0°° for
MeGe Noe 16889 and 205 x 10° for WeGe Noe
18892)
The values of 7/1000 were obteined from the calibration chert which
was veilablee
Then, for examples for gauge Noe 18892, we have tho following readings
on frequency meters
at sero load 89542 end at 40 Ibe 89908, with a possible error of
tS
The values of £7/1000 for the above rendings from the calibration
chert are 1521 and 471+ ‘The change in £7/1000 for a loed of 40lbe is thems
= (1521 = 1471)
= 50
iSle
This gives the strain = K x (change in ¢*/1000)
= 25 x10” x 50
= 125 x 10° on using the calibration
constant obtained in the
departuente
The stress change = 125 x 10° x 30 x 108
= 3750 pesedes where E is taken as 30 x 10° pened
The stress given by the dial-gouge, corresponding to this
® 3550 pesede
The stress calculated from the applied bending moment
« 3500 peseis
The other values given in table 45 (9) ana (b) of chapter 4 were
caleulated in this ways
50.
 
Four resistance strain-gauges, two as supplied by the manufacturers
and the other two, which had been out from the sides, were attached to a
mila steel beams which was losded by means of - four point loading systen,
a8 shown in Pige belie Two of the resistance-gauges, one as supplied by
the monufecturers ani the other, which had been cut from the sides, were
attached to the tension side end the other two to the compression sides
The procedure adopted for cutting the resistange-gauges from the sides,
wes that expleined in paragraph 22 of Ap endix Be
The resistence-gauges were checked for drift at sero lead before
starting tho tests, but no drift was recorded even efter one and half
houte
152
The beam was loaded to 16 Ibs by an equal inoremont of 291b) and
subsequently unloaded to Oe The strein-readings obtained from
resistance~gauges Noe 1 and 3, which wore attached to tension and
compression sides, respectively are plotted in Fige 456 ‘The results
obtained from these gauges are coinciding during loading and subsequent
unloading, 28 shown in Fige 45 end suggest that the workability of the
resistance gauges ere not affected, if they are cut from the sides, as
jong as the effective portion of a gauge ices the gauge-wires.is not
affected from such an operations
Ble
 
The solution of this problem which is due to ReC+ Je Howland (ref+18)
will now be outlineds
We consider » strip of isotropic elestic material ,boumled in the Xs
Yeplane by the lines Yetby ani of uniform thickness perpendicular to
tisis planes
The hole will be supposed to have its centre at the origins and to
be of radius a (<b)e Polar co-ordinates (re@) will also be used,and
" &t whl be convenient to take the initial line along the Yaxis and
positive direction of @ slockwise,Pige 46s
Then the relation between the two aystens of co-ordinates is
KR = fF sin?
Y «= ¥ cosé encccceveseeese(4)
We shell also write
R= af Ea x/d n= y/o pa 2/d sees (2)
1536
80 that Es 9 ond p are co-ordinates measured in o unit equal to half the
width of the strip, anil \ is the radius of the hole measured in the seme
waite Tho value of A greater than 05, will not be comsiderede
The material will be supposed to be in a state of generalised plane
stress, specified by a strese-function x This function must satisfy
the following ocnditions :-
(a) At points within the material,
v*x2 0, [teoe OA, + Be +fX 20] coves (3)
(b) the stresseswebbih. wy bE
tend to definite values at infinity; in perticulers in the tension
problem, XX » T (Conste)» yye0, XyoO when X0t00.
(ce) 0m the straight edgoss 9 = 24sHB %°
(a) At the rin of the holes p = %
m= det, Gt 41k | 22 (@) vere (4)
wv -iL od &) = ¢ (0)
Where £(@) and $(@) are given functions, both even and both symmetrical
about @ = iv; in particular, in the tension problem, the rim of the hole
is free from stress ani f (@) end ¢(@) both vanish.
To satisfy these comlitions, we urite
Xe WhO he #Xq kg 4 cvovcesevess (5)
where the terms of the series are each, seperatelys solutions of the
bi-harmoniec equation (3) and haves in addition, the following properties :-
 % gives the stresses at infinity ani none on the edges 7 = + 4
4’ +X satisfies the conditions at the rim of the hole ani at
infinity, but not on the edges ieee it is the solution for an infinite
plates This will be supposed Imow, X_ being expressible in the fom
Xo =D,(9) log, +3, (sae 9 aoe Cos 2n0 eovese (6)
%, cancels the stresses due toX, on the edges 9 = t1, but introduces
stresses on the rim of the holej Xg cancels these, but egain produces
stresses on the elgese
Mor e gonorally X,., + X44 Gives zero stresses on H = 24, while
%17-1 *%p, Gves sero stresses over p = As Por definiteness we edd the
conditions that the stresses due to Z, shall tend to 0, when p co» whileer
those due to X,., shell be finite at the origin ani throughout the
finite part of the stripe
All the strese functions ere then fully determinate and X will satisfy
the required conditions, provided that the series in (5) and its
derivatives up to the fourth are wiiformly convergent.
If the series is truncated afterXo44 it will give a velue of X
satisfying all the conditions exeept those on the edges = 21- If the
residuel tractions due to X,. are small cnoughs this value of X iss for
preetical purposes, the value requirede Similerly, if the series is
truncated after Xo0.4° the resulting value of ¥ satisfies “11 the
conditions exeept those at the rim of the hole p= A» If the additional
tractions dup Xo4 ere small enough, the solution is again sufficient
in practices
1550
Tn neither case is there any problen of convergence; but it is clear
‘thats if the methol is to be practicable, it is necessary that there
should be terms fairly early in the series which correspond to tractions
of negligiblo amount. It is founl thet if 2 doos not exceed 05, it
is not necessary to prodead beyond X_» while if A is less then 0625, it is
possible to stop gt Xg+ Values of A much larger than 065 lead to very
labourious computations.
 
Te obtain the solution for a tension T applied to the strips the rim
of the hole as well as the edges of the strip being free from stress,
we start with
hed? T p * (4#Cos28)
Kes pv T [-a* log p - (a?* a Cos.20}
the corresponding stresses being
eZt[(1-2*, )- (14-42% +34 ) Coad]FY, ¢ /,2 /,* ig”
ose 7[(1 +07 1) + (145K,4) Gos20]4
: eDeesé, M) Sin 29
New we have
D,(0) = vn’, DA(0) = 1/h Fm?
E,(0) = <2 Pm
and the other coefficients being sero, we obtain from equations (32)
and (34)» (refs 18, page 59)
Lg,(0) = Lil, - Me.) + £4, %]
My.(0) = ELH, =m.) +$0,0 |
1560
From these it is easy to calculate the values of the coefficients of
X, and to proceed to those of Xg» retaining A as a parameters The
caloulation has been carried out for h = O+lyQe2s003_0eh9005» and the
coefficients ere recorded in tables VI to IX (ref 1%+ pe7O)where the follow
ing abbreviations have been usedeah) =2p aan(*) « v,,(*)
(x) (x) (x) (x)Cn  * Ban Att ten * en Joe
ran) aun tggl) a upgl*?2m
The approximation is in each ease carried cut until the greatest residual
stress on the edge of the strip is 1) of T or lesse Since the distribution
of stress near the hole is the matter of greatest interest, the
approximation is alwasy ended with e stress function of even order so that
the hole is free from residual tractionse ‘he final value of X (summing
the various stress functions) say be written
 
wo f 4Le i v2 p* (44C0828) + ee (a, log p+ ap” * [ oh.
(2. + my, 0° p™) coszne].
?where d_ = ; (a,) » a= *4,, (7)
; (r)Son" * San ron
«Za (x) ” sx,*)
The inao> ee n(2ne4 a. (ne1)(am-1) @, ,
rr = a Li (100020) + 2,0 ~ 3-2|ae+ —"
n(2n~1) (1,,pns (not)(2mm0902
06 = © [i(1+cosa9)42,, + B+ B =—m4
ait -
157s
n({2n=4Nips (net )(2n+4) 2p|oosand j
a0 = T(d sine + 2F {nfo)(a,phBY) + w(2oet) (ayp™ »
Soy) sina
These equations, together with table~* (refs 18, page 73) which gives
the coefficients for vorious values of A» give the complete sclution for
the stresses in the neighbourhood of the holes
The values of stresses at the circunference of the hole oni ot
cross~section A-Ay Nige 465 perpendicular to the epplied tensile stress,
were calculated by 2:CeJo Howland for values of K = Ocely Oe2, Gods Gos and Ook
emd ere given in table XII ani XIV. Tables XV and XVI, gives the values
of stresses for \ = Oe5 at crosa~section Of, Figs 462 op parallel to the
applied tensile stress and at the edge of the strip, respectively
The values of stresses along the axis OA, parallel to the applied
tensile stress, were also calculated by the writer for A = Osi, given in
table 3¢ ‘The valuss of the coefficients used in the above calculations,
were those given in table X,(Ref's 18).
The value ef stress obtained from Howlani's enslysis, at the edge of
a clrouler hole, at @ = 0, Pige 46) the diameter of which is Oe5 times the
width of the plates is 452 times the applicd tensile stress, ieee leit, tinc
the Kirseh’s results
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